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NOTES ON THE ALGERIAN ARABIC DIALECT OF DELLYS
LAMEEN SOUAG

The Arabic dialect of Dellys has been generally neglected in North African linguistics, despite the town’s age ‒ it was founded by the Phoenicians, and reestablished by the 11th century ‒ and its location, on the sea just kilometers from the
Arabic-Kabyle linguistic boundary. It belongs to the little-documented urban northcentral Algeria dialect group, and ‒ like most such dialects ‒ it displays traits unusual
in pre-Hilalian dialects, in particular the retention of interdentals. Berber, Andalusi,
and later Bedouin influence are all observable in its lexicon, and occasionally in its
grammar. Lexically, the Dellys dialect is particularly noteworthy for its extensive retention of precolonial vocabulary relating to fishing and sea creatures, largely replaced by French loanwords in other towns of the region; some of these terms appear to
be unattested outside the town. This paper summarizes points likely to be of interest
to dialectologists, in a framework loosely based on Dominique Caubet’s dialectological questionnaire1; it focuses primarily on points specific to the dialect rather than
those common to all Maghreb Arabic dialects.
1. Background
Dellys is a port town on the Algerian coast between Algiers and Bejaia, a few miles east of Oued Sébaou. The town proper extends along the eastern flanks of a small
mountain, Assouaf, to the edge of the sea. The small coastal plain on the mountain’s
northern flanks is termed Ladjenna (officially Les Jardins/Al-Basātīn); traditionally
the town’s agricultural zone, it has now become a suburban extension. Dellys’ dialect is on the whole of “sedentary” type, with a close kinship to the older Algiers
dialect; it renders qaf as q, and formerly t as ts. Like other sedentary dialects of central Algeria (p. 4), it retains the Arabic interdentals. Dellys’ immediate hinterland is
an area formerly called Beni-Thour. It consists of a number of small villages between Oued Sébaou on the west and the smaller Oued Oubaï on the east; the nearest,
such as Takdempt at the mouth of Oued Sébaou and Boumdass on the slopes south
of Dellys, are increasingly being integrated into the town’s suburbs. Judging by those I spoke with, the villages of Beni-Thour speak a dialect distinct from that of the
town, with broadly Bedouin traits, such as general realization of qaf as g, or use of
lga rather than ṣab for “found”. Immigration from these villages has brought a
number of speakers of the dialect into Dellys proper, particularly since independence.
East of Oued Oubaï begins the Kabyle-speaking municipality of Afir (whose region was formerly called Beni-Slyem), also consisting entirely of small villages,
1

Caubet 2001.
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while south and east of Baghlia Kabyle begins in the Taourga region. Judging by an
informant from Laâzib n’Kouafa, Abdelhamid Snaoui, the Afir area’s dialect is
broadly similar to the better-known southern dialects of Grande Kabylie. Some contractions, such as -a replacing first person singular -eγ after a consonant, or u for
preverbal negative ur, or nuhni for “you (pl.)”, are conspicuous, while the vocabulary displays occasional divergences, such as xiḷḷa for “a lot”, or ṯamwaţ for
“cow”2, neither of which is found in Dallet 1982. A good command of dialectal Arabic, typically using a “Hilalian” g-dialect like that of the adjacent countryside, is
common in the region. The map below3, with Oued Sebaou on the left and Oued
Oubai on the right, illustrates the situation:

2

Body-part terms from one village of the area, Fejdan, are compared to other Kabyle dialects
in Basset 1929.
3
Based on a map of unclear origin used by the local mayoralty available for reference at
http://e.1asphost.com/dellys/library/maps/beni.jpg .
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The Arabic-Kabyle linguistic boundary in this region appears to have changed
little since 19134. Minor complications, however, are reported by local residents interviewed. Arabic is widely spoken in Ez Zaouia, slightly east of Oued Oubaï on the
coast, while further inland, the adjacent Mrabtin villages of Chegga and Mechachka,
in Beni-Thour but very close to Oued Oubaï, have both partly or largely shifted to
Kabyle. The nearby village of Chaïna in Beni-Slyem is described as speaking an
Arabic dialect liberally seasoned with Kabyle words, leading their neighbors to use
ṯaεrabṯ n-cεina as a proverbial term for exceptionally bad Arabic. Likewise, Dellys
itself has a substantial minority of Kabyle-speakers; however, there is a strong tendency for Kabyle families to shift to Arabic in Dellys’ Arabophone environment.
A cursory comparison of the dialects of Dellys and Beni-Thour suggests that, like
many another medieval town of the Maghreb, Dellys came to speak Arabic independently of, and prior to, its surroundings. The town cannot plausibly have shifted to
Arabic any earlier than about 1100, when it first reappears5, as Tedelles, under the
Zīrids, who refounded many towns of the central Maghreb, including Algiers, Miliana, Médéa, and Bejaïa. These towns speak Arabic dialects of sedentary type, like
Dellys, perhaps suggesting that the area’s cities shifted to Arabic during the Zīrid/
Ḥammādid period. Andalusi influence may have begun even at this period: in 1102,
al-Manṣūr gave the former prince of Almeria, Muʕizz ad-Dawla ibn Ṣumādiḥ, land
in Dellys6.
Berber placenames are prominent in much of the Beni-Thour area, particularly on
the southeast (Azrou, Tizeghouine, etc.) and in the north around Dellys itself (Dellys, Takdempt, Assouaf, Zerouali, Tala-Oualdoune, Tala-Ghiyan, etc.); this could be
taken to suggest that Arabic entered the countryside from the west, beginning somewhere around Ouled-Kheddache, and expanded outwards, probably during the Turkish period. Local oral tradition has it that at least some families of Beni-Thour
(including the founders of Ouled-Kheddache) originally came from the Msila area,
providing a possible clue as to the route Arabic must have taken. However, early
sources provide only tantalizingly vague glimpses of the past linguistic environment.
Before 1381 Ibn Khaldūn describes the Berber tribe of Kutāma as including “other
tribes in the Tedelles area, in their hills surrounding it; they are numbered among the
taxpaying tribes”7, suggesting a Berber-speaking hinterland for the town. By 1842,
4

«Dans le douar Beni-Thour et dans la ville de Dellys, les indigènes parlent et ont toujours
parlé l’arabe. Une faible partie comprend le berbère, mais ne se sert de cette langue que lorsqu’elle se trouve en contact des Kabyles». Doutté and Gautier 1913, p. 41. (“In the douar of
Beni-Thour and in the town of Dellys, the natives speak and have always spoken Arabic. A
small number understand Berber, but use this language only when they find themselves in
contact with Kabyles”).
5
I have found no contemporary Arabic mentions of it earlier than al-Idrīsī (1154); it is not
mentioned in Ibn Khurradādhbih (846), al-Muqaddasī (985), nor even the relatively Maghrebfocused al-Bakrī (1068). See Laporte 1995 for more detail on Dellys’ history, or
http://e.1asphost.com/dellys/library/brdesc.html for pre-modern mentions of the town.
6
Ibn Khaldūn: " وﻗﺪم ﻋﻠﻴﻪ ﻣﻌﺰ اﻟﺪوﻟﺔ ﺑﻦ ﺻﻤﺎدح ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺮﻳﺔ ﻓﺎرًا أﻣﺎم اﻟﻤﺮاﺑﻄﻴﻦ ﻟﻤﺎ ﻣﻠﻜﻮا اﻷﻧﺪﻟﺲ ﻓﻨﺰل ﻋﻠﻰ
اﻟﻤﻨﺼﻮر وأﻗﻄﻌﻪ ﺗﺪﻟﺲ وأﻧﺰﻟﻪ ﺑﻬﺎ." “And Muʕizz ad-Dawla ibn Ṣumādiḥ left from Almeria fleeing
before the Almoravids when they took control of Andalus, and came to al-Manṣūr, who gave
him Tedelles as a fief and settled him there”.
7
“ وهﻢ ﻓﻲ ﻋﺪاد اﻟﻘﺒﺎﺋﻞ اﻟﻐﺎرﻣﺔ،وﻣﻦ ﺑﻘﺎﻳﺎ آﺘﺎﻣﺔ أﻳﻀًﺎ ﻗﺒﺎﺋﻞ أﺧﺮى ﺑﻨﺎﺣﻴﺔ ﺗﺪﻟﺲ ﻓﻲ هﻀﺎﺑﻪ ﻣﻜﺘﻨﻔﺔ ﺑﻬﺎ.” He also notes
that the Zouaoua proper lived between Bejaia and Tedelles: “... هﺬا اﻟﺒﻄﻦ ﻣﻦ أآﺒﺮ ﺑﻄﻮن اﻟﺒﺮﺑﺮ
“( ”وﻣﻮاﻃﻨﻬﻢ آﻤﺎ ﺗﺮاﻩ ﻣﺤﺘﻔﺔ ﺑﺒﺠﺎﻳﺔ إﻟﻰ ﺗﺪﻟﺲ ﻓﻲ ﺟﺒﺎل ﺷﺎهﻘﺔ وأوﻋﺎر ﻣﺘﺴﻨﻤﺔThis is among the largest Berber
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Carette describes the Beni-Thour and Beni-Slyem in essentially their present position, asserting that the former was considered to be of Arab origin and the latter to
belong to the Aït-Ouagennoun; however, he emphasizes Beni-Thour’s acculturation
to Kabyle ways and vaguely states that “it speaks two languages”8. More detail on
the local tribes’ situation during the Ottoman era is essential if the history of language shift in the region is to be fully understood.
2. Phonology
qāf: q is preserved in Dellys (including Ladjenna) in most words; in surrounding
villages such as Takdempt, by contrast, it generally becomes g. Examples: qbəl ﻗﺒﻞ
“before”; qməṛ “ ﻗﻤﺮmoon”; ʕaqəl “ ﻋﺎﻗﻞcalm, smart”; səqsi “ ﺱﻘﺴﻲask”; ʕənqəṛba
“ ﻋﻨﻘﺮﺑﺔscorpion”; qaṛəṣ “ ﻗﺎرصsour, lemon”; qul ( ﻗﻮلTakdempt gul) “say”.
However, as usual, some words have g: for instance gis “ ﭬﻴﺲhit, bump”; gəšša ﭬﺸّﺔ
“autumn”; gənṭṛa “ ﭬﻨﻄﺮةbridge”; mnagəš “ ﻣﻨﺎﭬﺶearrings”. In some words the two
seem to alternate, eg qəbli or gəbli“ ﻗﺒﻠﻲscirocco”; the two forms were presumably
originally used by different groups. However, contrasts such as gis “ ﭬﻴﺲhit, bump”
with qis “ ﻗﻴﺲas much as”, or dəgdəg “ دﭬﺪڨchop up” with dəqdəq “ دﻗﺪقknock”, or
gəṛʕa “ ﭬﺮﻋﺔbald” (presumably from “ringworm”, but now synonymous with fəṛṭas
 )ﻓﺮﻃﺎسwith qəṛʕa “ ﻗﺮﻋﺔsquash” show the phonemic status of the difference.
Words where q > g sometimes display compensatory emphasis on other consonants: thus ẓlig “ زﻟﻴڨcouscous rolling” (cf. zləq “ زﻟﻖslipped”), rural ḥṛəg ﺣﺮڨ
“burned” for ḥrəq ﺣﺮق. More interestingly, the converse is also attested, particularly
among older speakers: compensatory de-emphasis in words where q has remained q,
as in triq “ ﺗﺮﻳﻖroad”, tarəq “ ﺗﺎرقTarek”, taqa “ ﺗﺎﻗﺔwindow” (contrasting with ṭaqa
 ﻃﺎﻗﺔin neighboring rural areas such as Takdempt), ləsqa “ ﻟﺴﻘﺔglue”9. Possibly these
originated as hypercorrections by rural speakers emigrating to the city.

tāʔ: t was pronounced [ts] within the town itself. This pronunciation, while well
remembered (its shibboleth being [qoltslu] for qŭltlu  ﻗُﻠﺖ ﻟُﻪor rural gŭltlu, “I told
him”) has nearly vanished, being retained only sporadically by a few members of the
older generation; I heard it personally only in a few consonant clusters among older
male speakers and in a personal name diminutive mxitər [mxi:tsəṛ] ( ﻣﺨﻴﺘﺮof Mokhtar). This common sedentary pronunciation was a feature of the older Algiers dialect, and has vanished just as thoroughly there. Marçais (1977) notes that this was a
groupings, and their homeland is bounded by Bejaia and Tedelles, in lofty mountains and rugged peaks”).
8
Carette 1848, p. 120: “En face du k’âidat des Isser, c’est la tribu des Beni-Tour, située sur la
rive droite. Considérée comme étant d’origine arabe, elle sortirait, à ce titre, du massif kabile,
si son incorporation dans le k’âidat de Sebaou, et les diverses conditions de parenté signalées
ci-dessus, ne compensaient largement la circonstance de son origine. Elle parle d’ailleurs
deux langues, habite des villages, se livre à la culture des arbres fruitiers, et partage en tout
point les habitudes berbères.” (“Across from the Isser qaidate is the tribe of Beni-Thour, on
the right bank. Considered to be of Arab origin, it would as such fall outside the Kabyle
sphere, if the fact of its origins were not largely compensated for by its incorporation into the
qaidate of Sebaou and the diverse conditions of parentage described above. Among other
things, they speak two languages, live in villages, grow fruit trees, and partake in Berber habits in every respect”).
9
lsq is also attested elsewhere (Cohen 1902: 427).
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frequent feature of urban dialects, within Algeria found in “Tlemcen, Nédroma,
Alger, Dellys, Djidjelli, Constantine”, while Grand’Henry (1972) documents it for
Cherchell as well.
Interdentals: ŧ appears to be retained in all words; đ in most. Accordingly, the dialect has đ̣ not ḍ. Examples: ŧəmma “ ﺛﻤّﺎover there”; ŧum “ ﺛﻮمgarlic”; ŧulal ﺛﻮﻻل
“wart”; ŧəʕləb “ ﺛﻌﻠﺐfox”; ŧlaŧa  ﺛﻼﺛﺔthree; kŧər “ آﺜﺮmore”; ḥṛəŧ “ ﺣﺮثwork land”;
hađa  هﺎذاthis; đraʕ “ ذراعarm”; đəbban “ ذﺑّﺎنfly”; xuđ “ ﺧﻮذtake”; kđəb “ آﺬبlied”.
But contrast such common words as drari “ دراريchildren”; dqən “ دﻗﻦchin”;
badənjal “ ﺑﺎدﻧﺠﺎلeggplant”; or the rarer qənfud “ ﻗﻨﻔﻮدhedgehog”. The retention of interdentals appears to be an original trait of the urban dialect, not a result of colonialera dialect mixing: Cantineau notes that Dellys is one of the few urban dialects to
keep interdentals10, and Marçais (1977) notes that, while the interdentals vanish in
most city dialects, they are preserved in some Algerian cities such as « le vieux
Ténès, Cherchell, Dellys, Constantine » and are unstable in « Miliana, Blida, Médéa,
Alger ». Clearly the urban dialects around Algiers preserved interdentals well into
post-Hilalian times, perhaps due to a Kabyle substratum. However, place names
from Kabyle are consistently borrowed with t replacing ŧ (a hypercorrection?); thus
tagdamt ﺗﺎﭬﺪاﻣﺖ, tala-waldun  ﺗﺎﻻ واﻟﺪونin the immediate neighborhood, tizi-wəzzu ﺗﻴﺰي
 وزّوand tigzirt  ﺗﻴﭭﺰﻳﺮتin Kabylie itself. The curious fact that đ is retained less consistently than ŧ is noted for the Cherchell dialect as well by Grand’Henry (1972: 7);
it would be interesting to learn whether other central Algerian urban dialects display
the same pattern. However, the words which lose it in Cherchell do not appear to be
the same ones: there gənfud and badənjal coincide, but dəbban has lost it, while
đrari retains it. As is common, two words – ila  إﻳﻼfrom iđa “ إذاif”11, and li  ﻟﻲfrom đi
“ ذيwho” ‒ have undergone a change đ > l.

jīm: j is pronounced [dž], as in Algiers and most of central Algeria12 (with the
allophone [ž] before d, as in jdid  ﺟﺪﻳﺪnew); note jaj “ ﺟﺎجchicken”, with no trace of
the original initial d, and dzira “ دزﻳﺮةisland”, əddzayər “ اﻟﺪّزاﻳﺮAlgiers”.
New consonants: As usual for Maghreb dialects, certain new phonemes have
emerged. In particular, r and ṛ are distinct, as shown by minimal pairs such as dar دار
“he did” – daṛ “ دارhome, house”, rbəḥ “ رﺑﺢhe won” ‒- ṛbəʕ “ رﺑﻊquarter”. z and ẓ
are distinguished, with the latter appearing not only in Berber loanwords such as the
rare word aẓayaṭ “ أزاﻳﺎطhard rain” and words of unclear origin such as ẓawəš زاوش
10
«dans le département d’Alger, les spirantes interdentales ne sont passées aux occlusives
qu’à Alger seulement; dans les autres villes à parler sédentaires, Cherchell, Blida, Dellys, Médéa, Miliana, Vieux-Ténès, les spirantes interdentales sont conservées». Cantineau 1960, p.
44. (“in the department of Algiers, the interdental spirants have not turned into occlusives
anywhere except at Algiers; in the other towns with sedentary dialects... the interdental spirants are conserved”). Grand’Henry (1972: 7) tentatively suggests that, at least in Cherchell,
this is a result of Andalusi influence.
11
Marçais 1977 notes that ila, while common in Morocco, is relatively rare in Algeria; he
mentions only Algiers, Cherchell and Laghouat. Dellys, like Cherchell and Algiers (cf.
Grand’Henry 1972: 158), also has both iđa and wəlla meaning “if” side by side with ila, presumably all from the same root.
12
Including “Tlemcen, Ténès, Dellys, Constantine, Miliana, Médéa, Blida, Alger, Mila”, according to Grand’Henry (1972: 8).
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“sparrow” or ẓiyyəṛ “ زﻳّﺮscrew”, but also in words of Arabic origin, particularly
where a q has become g, eg ẓlig “ زﻟﻴڨcouscous rolling”. It is not clear that č has
emerged from any Arabic phoneme – or even by borrowing – but its phonotactics
force it to be seen as a single phoneme; čəʕlula “ ﺗﺸﻌﻠﻮﻟﺔswing”, mčəxčəx ﻣﺘْﺸﺨﺘْﺸﺦ
“excellent”, yəččir “ ﻳ ْﺘﺸّﻴﺮchild”. ḷ occurs occasionally in native words, for instance
ḷḷah “ اﷲGod” or nthəḷḷa “ اﺗﺘﻬﻠّﻰtake care of”. Even more minor is ḅ, if it is even phonemic in native words, occurring in ḅakuṛ “ ﺑﺎآﻮرearly figs”.
Loanwords, not all well-integrated, have had significant phonological effects. p,
though usually derived from French (including such well-integrated loanwords as
tippana “ ﺗﻴﭙّﺎﻧﺔa loaf of French bread”), appears even in a few pre-French loanwords,
such as ṭŭppana ﻃﭙّﺎﻧﺔ
ُ “Toppana (a Turkish fortress above Ladjenna)” (from Turkish
tophane “cannon house”; Benecheneb, 1922: 57 noted the term as following: ṭṭūb
¬ānǝh “maison du canon”), or ṛŭppa “ رپّﺔdress” (Spanish ropa). v, too, is found in
very well-integrated words, such as viyyəs “ ڥﻴّﺲshirked work” (verbal noun təvyas
ﺗڥﻴﺎس.).
Emphatic vowels, while marginal to the system, are found not only in French
loanwords but also in pre-French loanwords such as čạppa “ ﺗْﺸﺎ ّپّﺔtype of digging
tool”.
Other new phonemes resulting mainly or entirely from recent loanwords include
nasalized vowels (eg sõntim “ ﺱﻮﻧﺘﻴﻢcentime”), a glottal stop (eg qŭṛ’an ﻗﺮﺁن
“Qurʔan”), and ž (eg žạval “ ﺟﺎڥﺎلdetergent”.)
Bilabials + w: mw becomes [ṃṃ˚], bw [ḅḅ˚], and fw [f̣f̣˚]: this happens in, for instance, mwaʕən  ﻣﻮاﻋﻦdishes, mwiyyəs “ ﻣﻮﻳّﺲlittle knife”, bwibəḍ “ ﺑﻮﻳﺒﺾwhitish”,
fwam  ﻓﻮامmouths, even the fixed phrase yəṛḥəm waldik [ > ﻳﺮﺣﻢ واﻟﺪﻳﻚjarḥṃṃα:ldi:k]
“God bless your parents” and the loanword bwaṭa “ ﺑﻮاﻃﺔbox”.
Occasionally this is optional; thus [mwε:lɪf] and [ṃṃ˚α:lɪf] for mwaləf ﻣﻮاﻟﻒ
“accustomed” are both found.

wl > wml: wl in some speakers has a tendency to become wml, particularly in the
words dyawmlu  دﻳﺎوﻣﻠُﻪand tawmʕu  ﺗﺎوﻣﻌُﻪinstead of dyawlu  دﻳﺎوُﻟﻪand tawʕu “ ﺗﺎوﻋُﻪhis
(pl.)”; I also recorded ma yəbqawmlək ḥətta ḥaja “ ﻣﺎ ﻳﺒﻘﺎوﻣﻠﻚ ﺣﺘّﻰ ﺣﺎﺟﺔnothing will remain for you”.
Like many other features, this one varies within single families and age groups.
hāʔ: Historic h vanishes in a few isolated words: in nuđ̣ “ ﻧﻮضget up”, fakya ﻓﺎآﻴﺔ
“fruit”, and the 3rd person masculine suffix –u ( ـُﻪalthough in the last named it reappears when further suffixes are added).
Perhaps it also vanishes in kaf “ آﺎفcliff”, if this is derived from classical kahf
ﻒ
ٌ “ َآ ْﻬcave” rather than from another Semitic language13. In general, however, it remains even after and between vowels (eg fhəm “ ﻓﻬﻢunderstood”.)

13
Note Biblical Hebrew  כֵּףke “rock” (as in the Biblical Cephas = Peter); Hebrew and Phoenician were extremely similar in vocabulary, and this etymon’s reflex in Punic would have
been [khef] (judging by the Latin transcriptions chyl, suffete, fel for what corresponds to Hebrew  ָפּעַל, שֹׁפֵט,)כֻלּ. It appears slightly more similar to the dialect version – not only in sound,
but in meaning – than the Classical Arabic term.
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Sibilants: The words səmš “ ﺱﻤْﺶsun” and sjəṛ “ ﺱﺠﺮtrees” seem to show a prohibition on the sequence š...s, š... j. In addition, s/š and z appear not to co-occur. All
other combinations of sibilants appear to be permissible: jaj “ ﺟﺎجchicken”, jiš ﺟﻴﺶ
“army”, jbisa “ ﺟﺒﻴﺴﺔwatchtower” (name of a building), juz “ ﺟﻮزpass”, zəmzi زﻣﺰي
“throwing stone”, zuj “ زوجtwo”, šašiyya “ ﺷﺎﺷﻴّﺔhat”, sisnu “ ﺱﻴﺴﻨﻮmadrona fruit”.
Short vowels: The short vowels have for the most part been reduced to ə (with various phonetic realizations depending on context) or nothing in the usual way: thus
qbəṛ “ ﻗﺒﺮtomb”, ʕərs “ ﻋﺮسwedding”, nmər “ ﻧﻤﺮtiger”. However, in some cases
‒ almost always next to a velar or uvular consonant, but occasionally near a bilabial ‒ ŭ is retained or even innovated; thus ḥŭqṛa “ ﺣُﻘﺮةbullying”, fŭmm ُّﻓﻢ
“mouth”, bŭṛj “ ُﺑﺮْجcrescent-shaped slice of fruit, section of orange, tower”, qŭlt ﻗُﻠﺖ
“I said”, yŭqtəl “ ﻳُﻘﺘﻞhe kills”. It is clearly phonemic: qədd “ ﻗ ّﺪsize of” – qŭddam ُﻗﺪّام
“in front of”.
This short ŭ is reduced to the ultrashort  נּwhen it occurs in positions where short
vowels are not admissible: thus bנּṛaj “ ﺑُﺮاجtowers”, qנּtəlt ~ qtəlt “ ﻗﺘﻠﺖI killed”.
This ultrashort sound does not appear to be totally stable, and is frequently not
found.
The short ŭ could be analyzed as an allophone of ə next to labialized consonants,
as it normally is for Kabyle ‒ such an analysis makes plural formation much easier
to understand14 ‒ but the evanescence of  נּand the formation of causatives are problems for such a view.
Diphthongs: The diphthongs əy and əw have been reduced uniformly to i and u by
most of the younger generation; however, older speakers still retain them in some
words and contexts (for instance, in one verse of tbuġir ﺗﺒﻮﻏﻴﺮ, the partly improvised
praise songs traditionally sung at weddings, we find sərrəḥ əlʕəwd  ﺱﺮّح اﻟﻌﻮْدrather
than əlʕud )اﻟﻌﻮد.
A few speakers still say wayən “ واﻳﻦwhere?”, and quite a lot of speakers still use
‒ayən  ـﺎﻳﻦas the dual (rather than win وﻳﻦ, -in or -əyn  ;)ـﻴﻦnote also some animal
ُ “swift”. On the other hand, original ay is sometimes
names, like xŭṭṭayfa ﺧﻄّﺎﻳﻔﺔ
reduced to i, as in ʕiša “ ﻋﻴﺸﺔAicha” or ḥiṭ “ ﺣﻴﻂwall”.

ʔimāla: a is fronted in all contexts except where it occurs either in the neighbourhood of an emphatic or at the end of a word, as is typical of the region. Its default
phonetic value is about halfway between [ε:] and [æ:], with [ɑ:] as an allophone next
to emphatics, and [ʌ] word-finally; it is shortened when followed by two vowelless
consonants.
Syllables: As is common in Algeria, when normal short vowel elision would lead
to another short vowel being in an open syllable, we have slight lengthening on the
first member so as to change the stress: yəđ̣ṛəb “ ﻳﻀﺮبhe hits” > yəđ̣đ̣əṛbu ﻳﻀّﺮﺑﻮ
“they hit”, rŭkba “ رُآﺒﺔknee” > rŭkkŭbti “ ُرآﱡﺒﺘﻲmy knee”; this gemination need not
occur, however, if the consonant to be geminated is one of the sonorants r, ṛ, l, n,
although for younger speakers it often does. I have the impression that these compensatory geminates are not held as long as normal geminates; this needs further in14

Cf. Souag 2002. Heath 1987 (pp. 27-28, 254-263) discusses the same problem in Moroccan
Arabic.
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vestigation. This rule is broken to avoid ambiguity in two parts of the regular verb
declension: đ̣əṛbət+ək > đ̣əṛbatək “ ﺽﺮﺑﺎﺗﻚshe hit you”; đ̣əṛbət+u > đ̣əṛbatu ﺽﺮﺑﺎﺗُﻪ
“she hit him”.
The application of this compensatory lengthening appears to vary from speaker to
speaker, and forms such as yhədṛu “ ﺑﻬﺪروthey speak”, with no audible lengthening,
are not infrequent.
3. Grammar
The dual has vanished from the verbal and pronominal systems, as usual, and is
only partly productive on nouns; gender distinctions have vanished in the plural
throughout the system, but in the singular only on the 2nd person suffix ‒k.
3.1 Verbs
There are no invariable verbal prefixes analogous to Moroccan ka- in normal use,
though the Egyptian future marker ḥa- is occasionally adopted.
The future can be formed with rayəḥ ( راﻳﺢ-a, -in), and the continuous with the
conjugated copula ṛa- ( راrealis) or kun ( آﻮنirrealis) plus the prefix conjugation of
the verb (eg ṛahi tqul ziduli “ راهﻲ ﺗﻘﻮل زﻳﺪوﻟﻲShe’s saying ‘Give me more’”; kanu
ybumbaṛdiw “ آﺎﻧﻮ ﻳﺒﻮﻣﺒﺎردﻳﻮthey were bombarding”)15.
Imperatives: The imperative in verbs beginning with two consonants prefixes a- ~
ə-, or ŭ- if the present tense prefixes take it; thus akđəb “ أآﺬبlie! (m.)”, ŭqqŭtlu ُأﻗﱡﺘﻠﻮ
“kill! (pl.)”. a- ([ε] unemphatic, [α] emphatic) appears to be the more traditional
form. Suppletive imperatives include aṛwaḥ ( أرواحaṛwaḥi, -u) “come!”, ayya ‒( أﻳّﺎy,
‒w) “come!”, bəṛka ‒( ﺑﺮآﺎy, ‒w) “enough!, stop doing that!” (synonymous to the
invariant form baṛakat )ﺑﺎراآﺎت, balak ( ﺑﺎﻻك-i, -u) “watch out!”; hat ‒( هﺎتi, ‒u)
“pass!”, aṛa “ أراhand!” Those of these which are transitive can of course take object
suffixes.

Final diphthongs: For verbs with a final vowel, the vowel generally remains
throughout, as in Algiers: nsaw “ ﻧﺴﺎوthey forgot”, xəlliw “ ﺧﻠّﻴﻮleave alone! (pl.)”, ma
tənsayš “ ﻣﺎ ﺗﻨﺴﺎي شdon’t forget (f.)!”. However, when -iw results, it may optionally
be abbreviated to ‒u: thus one may say xəllu  ﺧﻠّﻮto mean “leave alone! (pl.)”, but not
to mean “they left alone”, which would have to be xəllaw ﺧﻼّو.
Paradigms: Except for irregular verbs (discussed below), the full conjugation of
the verb can be predicted from the imperative (minus prefixed a- where relevant),
which I regard as the primary stem of the verb.
The prefix conjugation is built directly on this form by adding the following
affixes (with compensatory gemination where appropriate ‒ see “Syllables” above):
15

This construction is widespread in Algeria. It has been documented in the Cherchell dialect
(Grand’Henry 1972: 174: kậnəţ ţdâwi ən-nậs; 190, wâš ṛâk ţḥắwwəs ?) and briefly described
for the Algiers Jewish dialect (Cohen 1912: 258). Precisely comparable constructions can be
found in more than one Berber dialect: thus Kabyle (Nait-Zerrad 2001: 116) has lliγ tesseγ
ayefki (I-was I-drink milk) “I was drinking / used to drink milk”, Chenoua (Laoust 1912) has
aqlay ţeţţeγ (behold-me I-eat) “I am eating”. The ṛahu yqul construction could well be a calque from Berber, while the kan yqul construction is familiar from classical Arabic; is this a
case of areal convergence ?
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m
1st

f

n- (nəktəb “ ﻧﻜﺘﺐI write”; nšədd “ ﻧﺸ ّﺪI hold”; nnŭqtəl “ ﻧُﻘﺘﻞI kill”; nərqŭd “ ﻧﺮﻗُﺪI sleep/
recline”; nxaf “ ﻧﺨﺎفI fear”; ndir “ ﻧﺪﻳﺮI do”;
nqul “ ﻧﻘﻮلI say”; nəẓgi “ ﻧﺰﭬﻲI shout”; nənsa
“ ﻧﻨﺴﺎI forget”; nəkḥal “ ﻧﻜﺤﺎلI turn black”;
nḥəwwəs “ ﻧﺤﻮّسI look for/around”)

pl
n- -u (nəkkətbu;
nšəddu; nŭqqŭtlu;
nərqodu; nxafu; ndiru;
nqulu; nəẓgiw;
nənsaw; nəkḥalu;
nḥəwwsu)

2nd t-

t- -i t- -u

3rd y-

t-

y- -u

The suffix conjugation is constructed using two derived stems: one for the third
person and one for the other persons. The 3rd person form is constructed by ablauting any final long vowel, or any long vowel immediately preceding a final consonant, to a; the non-3rd-person form is constructed by ablauting any final long
vowel to i, removing any long vowel immediately preceding a final consonant, and
adding ‒i to forms ending in two consonants. The marginal status of ŭ/o complicates
this account: some hollow ‒u‒ verbs have ŭ in the non-3rd-person past stem, while
others, such as šuf “ ﺷﻮفhe saw” > šəft “ ﺷﻔْﺖI saw”, do not. There also appears to
be evidence that some verbs lose the ŭ of their stem in the suffix conjugation, but the
data is inconclusive. The following table should suffice to illustrate the formation:

m
1st

-t (ktəbt; šəddit; qotəlt; rqŭdt; xəft; dərt; -t
qŭlt; ẓgit; nsit; kḥəlt; ḥəwwəst)

2nd -t
3rd

f

pl
-na

-ti

-tu

- (ktəb; šədd; qotəl; rqŭd; xaf; dar; qal; ẓga; -ət
nsa; kḥal; ḥəwwəs)

-u

Irregular verbs: The least regular verbs are kul “ آﻮلeat” and xuđ “ ﺧﻮذtake”; their
suffix conjugation behaves like a regular triradical verb ending in a, eg kla “ آﻼhe
ate”, xđit “ ﺧﺬﻳﺖI took”, while their prefix conjugation behaves like one beginning in
a, eg yakŭl “ ﻳﺎآُﻞhe eats”, naxđu “ ﻧﺎﺧﺬوwe take”, and their imperatives like a hollow
verb with u, eg kuli “ آﻮﻟﻲeat! (f.)” and xuđu “ ﺧﻮذوtake! (pl.)”. Even their derived
forms reflect a variety of stems: wəkkəl “ وآّﻞfeed”, makla “ ﻣﺎآﻠﺔfood”, ntkəl اﻧﺘﻜﻞ
“was eaten” (also attested at Cherchell16, Jijel), maxəđ “ ﻣﺎﺧﺬtaking, taken”17. ja ﺟﺎ
16

Grand’Henry (1972: 64)

17

ttxəđ  اﺗّﺨﺬmeans not “it was taken” but, roughly, “it was a total disaster”.
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“he came” also displays slight irregularities (as well as suppletive imperative forms,
described above): its participle can be either the regular jayy ي
ّ  ﺟﺎor, more
commonly, the slightly irregular maji ( ﻣﺎﺟﻲthe latter is characteristic of urban dialects, and thus presumably older ‒ cf. Grand’Henry 1972:55.)
Passives: The passive is in general t(t)‒ or n-: eg ttŭqtəl “ ﺗُﻘﺘﻞhe was killed”,
ttərfəd “ اﺗّﺮﻓﺪit was lifted”, təbna “it was built”; nftəḥ “ اﻧﻔﺘﺢit opened”, nẓar “ اﻧﺰارit
was visited”. ntkəl “ اﻧﺘﻜﻞwas edible” might reflect a prefixed nt-, or might just show
another of kul’s several pseudo-stems to be tkəl. A few verbs irregularly form their
passive with an infixed ‒t‒; ṛma “ رﻣﻰthrew” > əṛtma “ ارﺗﻤﻰit was thrown”, nsa ﻧﺴﺎ
“forgot” > əntsa “ اﻧﺘﺴﺎit was forgotten”.
Copula: Morphologically ṛa- belongs in a class of its own, along with ha- below,
while kun is purely verbal. However, their distribution justifies treating them as
different manifestations of the same word: kan occurs in the past tense, ṛa- or Ø in
the indicative present, while ykun is reserved for the subjunctive mood and the future. In other words, the derivatives of kun express the non-present, while ṛa- and Ø
express the corresponding present. ṛa- conjugates as follows: ṛani “ راﻧﻲI am”, ṛak
“ راكyou (m.) are”, ṛaki “ راآﻲyou (f.) are”, ṛahu “ راهﻮhe is”, ṛahi “ راهﻲshe is”, ṛana
“ راﻧﺎwe are”, ṛaku/ṛakŭm راآُﻢ/“ راآﻮyou (pl.) are”, ṛahŭm “ راهُﻢthey are”. The h in
the third person forms tends to be very faintly pronounced in rapid speech, if not altogether absent. The curious ku of ṛaku, like the ki of ṛaki, was probably introduced
by analogy with the ‒u and ‒i suffixed in regular verbs’ prefix conjugation forms. To
a first approximation, ṛa- is used for impermanent situations while Ø is used for
lasting ones, like Spanish estar versus ser (cf. Cohen 1912:252); Madouni (1993)
describes other modal uses of the particle, not all of which appear to be applicable in
this dialect. Delineating its full semantic range may require further research.
Pronouns:
Personal: The pronouns are: ana  أﻧﺎI, ḥna  ﺣﻨﺎwe, nta  اﻧﺘﺎyou (m.), nti  اﻧﺘﻲyou (f.),
ntuma  اﻧﺘﻮﻣﺎyou (pl.), huwwa  ه ّﻮhe, hiyya ﻲ
ّ  هshe, huma  هﻮﻣﺎthey. Anaya anaya أﻧﺎﻳﺎ,
ntaya اﻧﺘﺎﻳﺎ, ntiyya  اﻧﺘﻴّﺎare emphatic forms. Forms like “you and I” are treated as if w وwere a preposition with the suffixed form wiyya-; thus we get ana wiyyak أﻧﺎ وﻳّﺎك,
nta wiyyah اﻧﺘﺎ وﻳّﺎﻩ, etc. In appropriate contexts, some speakers use an oblique
pronoun which seems to fulfill the cathartic functions of swearing without having
impolite connotations, formed by suffixing the possessive suffixes to jədd ﺟ ّﺪ,
presumably “grandfather”, eg ṭəffi jəddu “ ﻃﻔّﻲ ﺟﺪﱞﻩturn it off!”, ya jəddək “ ﻳﺎ ﺟﺪّكoh
you!”; this is not restricted to Dellys, and may have been recently taken from
another dialect.
Suffixed object pronouns are: ‒ni  ـﻨﻲme, ‒na  ـﻨﺎus, ‒ək  ـﻚyou (m./f.), ‒kŭm  ـﻜُﻢyou
(pl.), ‒u ـُﻪhim, ‒ha ـﻬﺎher, ‒hŭm  ـﻬُﻢthem. “Him” varies according to context: ‒u after
consonants, ‒h after vowels, ‒əh after semivowels, and ‒hu‒ when followed by an
indirect object suffix. Suffixed indirect object pronouns are: ‒li  ـﻠﻲme, ‒lna  ـﻠﻨﺎus,
‒lək  ـﻠﻚyou (m./f.), ‒lkum  ـﻠﻜُﻢyou (pl.), ‒lu ـُﻠﻪhim, ‒lha ـﻠﻬﺎher, ‒lhŭm  ـﻠﻬُﻢthem; these
always follow the direct object suffixes and precede the negative suffix.
Morphophonology: When a pronominal suffix beginning with h is inserted after a
“ ْﺧَﻠ ﱡhe scared
pharyngeal, it assimilates to [ḥḥ]; thus xlə’hŭm [ = ﺧﻠﻌﻬُﻢxlaḥḥum] ﺤ ْﻢ
them”, ṛuḥha [ = روﺣﻬﺎṛo·ḥḥa] “ رُوﺣﱠﺎherself”.
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Reflexive: The reflexive is formed using ṛuḥ “ روحsoul”; thus qנּtəl ṛuḥu ﻗُﺘﻞ روﺣﻮ
“he killed himself”, šra lktab lṛuḥu “ ﺷﺮا اﻟﻜﺘﺎب ﻟﺮوﺣُﻪhe bought himself the book”. It
has no particular plural: ṛuḥhŭm “ روﺣﻬُﻢthemselves”.
Relative: The relative pronoun is li  ﻟﻲor əlli  ;اﻟﻠﻲthe variants do not appear to be
linked to the definiteness of the noun modified. Marçais states that di “ ديs’entend à
Alger, Dellys”; if this was once the case, it is so no longer.
Demonstratives: Proximal (this): hađa هﺎذا, hađi هﺎذي, hađu  ;هﺎذوoccasionally
abbreviated to đ ذ, as in đ-ənnhaṛat ذاﻟﻨّﻬﺎرات, these days. Emphatic forms are hađaya
هﺎذاﻳﺎ, hađiyya هﺎذﻳّﺎ, and hađuya  هﺎذوﻳﺎ/ hađuma هﺎذوﻣﺎ. It normally comes before the
noun, eg hađa ṛṛajəl “ هﺎذا اﻟﺮّاﺟﻞthis man”, but for emphasis may be placed both before and after or even just after, eg hađa ṛṛajəl hađa  هﺎذا اﻟﺮّاﺟﻞ هﺎذاor əṛṛajəl hađa
اﻟﺮّاﺟﻞ هﺎذا. Distal (that): (ha)đak هﺎذاك, (ha)đik هﺎذﻳﻚ, (ha)đuk هﺎذوك. Like this: hakđa
هﺎآﺬا, hakka  ;هﺎآّﺎlike that, hakđak هﺎآﺬاك.
Deictics: ha-w(-lik) هﺎو ﻟﻴﻚ, ha-y(-lik) هﺎي ﻟﻴﻚ, ha-wm-(lik)  ;هﺎوم ﻟﻴﻚha-ni “ هﺎﻧﻲHere
I am”, ha-k هﺎك, ha-ki هﺎآﻲ, ha-na هﺎﻧﺎ, ha-kŭm هﺎآُﻢ. In other words, ha- takes the same
endings as ṛa-, but with obligatory rather than optional elision of the suffixed h.
Locatives: proximal (here): hna هﻨﺎ, emphatic hnaya  ;هﻨﺎﻳﺎmedial (there): hnak ;هﻨﺎك
distal (over there): ŧəmma ﺛﻤّﺎ, emphatic ŧəmmak  ;ﺛﻤّﺎكextreme distal (way over
there): lhih اﻟﻬﻴﻪ, lhiha اﻟﻬﻴﻬﺎ. ləhna ﻟﻬﻨﺎ, ləhnak ( ﻟﻬﻨﺎكhither, thither) are stressed as if
they were single words, with the accent on the first syllable; likewise mənna ﻣﻨّﺎ,
mənnak ( ﻣﻨّﺎكhence, thence). məlhih  = ﻣﻠﻬﻴﻪfrom over there.
Interrogatives: The basic interrogatives are:
‒ aškun “ أﺷﻜﻮنwho?”
(w)aš(ən) “ أشwhat?” (but always (w)ašnu  أﺷﻨُﻪ/ (w)ašənha “ أﺷﻨﻬﺎwhat is it?”);
whence: baš “ ﺑﺎشwith what?”, (wə)ʕlaš ( ﻋﻼشor (wə)ʕlah “ )ﻋﻼﻩwhy?”, ki(fa)š
“ آﻴﻔﺎشhow?”, waš bi “ واش ﺑﻲwhat's wrong with?”(with bi used, presumably
innovatively, before nouns as well as pronouns.)
‒ mən  ﻣﻦexpresses “who?”, or sometimes “what?”, after a preposition or noun, eg:
taʕ mən “ ﺗﺎع ﻣﻦwhose?”, ʕləmmən  ﻋﻠﻤّﻦor ʕlimən “ ﻋﻠﻴﻤﻦwhat about?”, ləmmən ﻟﻤّﻦ
or limən “ ﻟﻴﻤﻦfor, to whom?”, mʕa mən “ ﻣﻌﺎ ﻣﻦwith whom?”.
‒ ami  أﻣﻲor ama “ أﻣﺎwhich?” (also expressed by suffixed ‒-mən, especially with
time periods, eg nhaṛ-mən “what day?”)
‒ ašḥal “ أﺷﺤﺎلhow many?, how much?”
‒ qəddaš “ ﻗﺪّاشhow much?”
‒ win  وﻳﻦor older wayən “ واﻳﻦwhere?, to where?”
‒ mnin “ ﻣﻨﻴﻦwhence?”
‒ wəqtaš  وﻗﺘﺎشor wəqt-mən “ وﻗْﺖ ﻣﻦwhen?, what time?”
‒ winta “ وﻳﻨﺘﺎwhen?”
‒ wasm-  واﺱﻤـwith possessive suffixes = “what name?”.
3.2 Adverbs
“Now” is the common Algerian word đŭṛwək ذُروك, or variants thereof such as
đŭṛk ذُرك, đ̣ŭkk ّﺽﻚ
ُ , đ̣ŭkka ﺽﻜّﺎ
ُ , and even the intensified đ̣ŭkkatik ﺽﻜّﺎﺗﻴﻚ
ُ : eg đ̣ŭkk
ənji! ﺽﻚّ ﻧﺠﻲ
ُ “I’m coming just now!” The emphatic suffix ‒tik (described by Cohen
1912: 10 as characteristic of the Muslim Algiers dialect) is fairly productive on ad-
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verbs ending in -a: so we have gana “ ﭬﺎﻧﻰalso” > ganatik ﭬﺎﻧﺎﺗﻴﻚ, zəʕma “ زﻋﻤﺎthat is
to say” > zəʕmatik زﻋﻤﺎﺗﻴﻚ, immala “ إﻣّﺎﻻso, …” > immalatik “ …إﻣّﺎﻻﺗﻴﻚYes” is ih إﻳﻪ
(aywah  أﻳﻮاﻩbeing something like “yes, go on”, while anʕam  أﻧﻌﺎمmeans “what did
you say?” as well as “yes”); “no” is lala ﻻﻻ.
3.3 Nouns
Diminutives: Noun diminutives are normally formed with an infixed ‒i(y)‒ after
the second consonant: thus kנּliyyəb “ آﻠﻴّﺐlittle dog”, qṭ̣iyyəṭ “ ﻗﻄﻴّﻂlittle cat”, šwiyyəx
“ ﺷﻮﻳّﺦlittle old man”, ydida “ ﻳﺪﻳﺪةlittle hand”, bnita “ ﺑﻨﻴﺘﺔlittle girl”, bwiba “ ﺑﻮﻳﺒﺔlittle
door”, ʕwina “ ﻋﻮﻳﻨﺔlittle eye”, snidəq “ ﺱﻨﻴﺪقlittle box”, xninfa “ ﺧﻨﻴﻨﻔﺔlittle nose”,
ḥwinta “ ﺣﻮﻳﻨﺘﺔlittle shop”, mṣiməṛ “ ﻣﺼﻴﻤﺮlittle nail”, lḥiwa “ ﻟﺤﻴﻮةlittle beard”, and
the adjective šwibba “ ﺷﻮﻳﺒّﺔcute” (from šabba “ ﺷﺎﺑّﺔbeautiful (f.)”, which has the irregular masculine šbab  ;)ﺷﺒﺎبnote slightly irregular fwiyyəm  ﻓﻮﻳّﻢor fwima “ ﻓﻮﻳﻤﺔlittle
mouth”, mwəyha “ ﻣﻮﻳﻬﺔa little water”. The diminutive ḥmiṭəṛ  ﺣﻤﻴﻄﺮfrom ḥmaṛ ﺣﻤﺎر
“donkey” is well-known but entirely irregular. In contrast, villages as near the town
as Sahel Bouberak use the more classical, or Bedouin, form with a second ‒i‒ replacing a long vowel in the last syllable: eg jṛidinat “ ﺟﺮﻳﺪﻳﻨﺎتlittle gardens”.
Another method, common with adjectives, further doubles the middle radical if
there are only three consonants: kbibəṛ  آﺒﻴﺒﺮor kbiwəṛ “ آﺒﻴﻮرbiggish”, smimən ﺱﻤﻴﻤﻦ
“plump”, ṣfifəṛ “ ﺻﻔﻴﻔﺮyellowish”, kנּḥiḥəl “ آُﺤﻴﺤﻞblackish” (but kḥiwəl  آﺤﻴﻮلis also
attested), nqiqi “ ﻧﻘﻴﻘﻲtotally clean”, xtiti “ ﺧﺘﻴﺘﻲSis”18, xbibza “ ﺧﺒﻴﺒﺰةlittle piece of
bread”. Marçais suggests that this doubling is of Andalusi origin. Other adjectives
take a form with -‒iw‒-, described by Marçais as specific to the non-bedouin dialects
of Morocco and the far north of Algeria (but by Grand’Henry (1972:113) as found
all over the Maghreb, including at least one Bedouin dialect, that of Bou-Saada):
ṣġiwəṛ “ ﺻﻐﻴﻮرtiny”, qṛiwṣa “ ﻗﺮﻳﻮﺻﺔsorrel (Oxalis pes-caprae)”, ie little sour stuff.
bwibəḍ ﺑﻮﻳﺒﺾ, “whitish”, fits no category perfectly. An odd jocular diminutive I
heard spontaneously produced ‒ aġנּṛiṛəm  أﻏُﺮﻳﺮمfrom Kabyle aġṛum “ أﻏﺮومbread” ‒
is interesting for the light it sheds on the underlying processes, as is the more normal
loanword diminutive šnibra “ ﺷﻨﻴﺒﺮةlittle room”, from šõmbra “ ﺷﻮﻧْﺒﺮةroom” (French
chambre). The plurals of diminutives are invariably in ‒in (adjectives) or ‒at
(nouns.)
As the previous list may suggest, the diminutive is quite productive, although more so in some speakers than others. No spontaneously produced augmentatives were
recorded, in stark contrast to the wealth of diminutives: one speaker, on being asked
about the diminutive of xənnufa “ ﺧﻨّﻮﻓﺔnose, snout”, mentioned that it could perhaps
take an augmentative xənfuf “ ﺧﻨﻔﻮفbig nose”, but this seems not to be widespread
usage in Dellys.
Elatives: A few comparative adjectives survive, eg xiṛ “ ﺧﻴﺮbetter”, kŧəṛ “ آﺜﺮmore”, ﻞ
ّ  ﻗqəll “less”; with these, “than” is translated mən ﻣﻦ, as with reborrowed classical comparatives (which are extremely common). However, most adjectives do not
have such a form, and take ʕla  ﻋﻠﻰfor “than”19. Thus kbir ʕla Bašir  آﺒﻴﺮ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑَﺸﻴﺮor
the reclassicized kbəṛ mən Bašir آﺒﺮ ﻣﻦ ﺑَﺸﻴﺮ, ’əkbəṛ mən Bašir  أآﺒﺮ ﻣﻦ ﺑَﺸﻴﺮall mean
18

I elicited ḥlili “ ﺣﻠﻴﻠﻲsweetish”, but never heard it used spontaneously.
This common Maghrebi usage seems to be a calque of Berber; cf. Aguadé & Vicente
(1997).
19
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“bigger than Bachir”. Superlatives may be constructed by adding kaməl  آﺎﻣﻞor gəʕ

( ﭬﻊeg əlkbir kaməl “ اﻟﻜﺒﻴﺮ آﺎﻣﻞthe biggest of all”.)

Plurals: The commonest noun plural is that formed by infixing ‒a‒ after the second
consonant20; unlike the more conservative Bedouin dialects, no –i– is inserted in the
last syllable, so we have mfatəḥ “ ﻣﻔﺎﺗﺢkeys”, snadəq “ ﺱﻨﺎدقboxes”, jnayən ﺟﻨﺎﻳﻦ
“gardens”, swayəʕ “ ﺱﻮاﻳﻊhours, watches”, twaqi “ ﺗﻮاﻗﻲwindows” (sg. taqa )ﺗﺎﻗﺔ,
šyaṭən “ ﺷﻴﺎﻃﻦdevils”, twambəṛ “ ﺗﻮاﻧْﺒﺮstamps” (from tambəṛ  ;ﺗﺎﻧْﺒﺮFr. timbre), kṛaṭən
“ آﺮاﻃﻦboxes” (from kaṛṭun آﺎرﻃﻮن, Fr. carton), kwamən “ آﻮاﻣﻦtrucks” (from
kamyun آﺎﻣﻴﻮن, Fr. camion), jwajla “ ﺟﻮاﺟﻠﺔpeople from Jijel”, dlalsa “ دﻻﻟﺴﺔpeople
from Dellys”; the usual irregulars of this type are myah “ ﻣﻴﺎﻩwaters”, fwam ﻓﻮام
“mouths”, as well as the less common dṛawəj “ دراوجstairs” (side-by-side with dṛuj
دروج, from dəṛja “ درﺟﺔstep”), grawəj “ ﭬﺮاوجtoys” (no attested singular), bʕaʕəš ﺑﻌﺎﻋﺶ
“bugs” (from baʕuš )ﺑﺎﻋﻮش, čwaləq “ ﺗْﺸﻮاﻟﻖcleaning rags” (from čəlliq )ﺗْﺸﻠّﻴﻖ, qmayəj
“ ﻗﻤﺎﻳﺞshirts” (from qməjja )ﻗﻤﺠّﺔ. tqašir “ ﺗﻘﺎﺷﻴﺮpair of socks” is a singular, with plural
tqašiṛat  ;ﺗﻘﺎﺷﻴﺮاتdnaniṛ “ دﻧﺎﻧﻴﺮdinars” is clearly a reclassicization. Rare cases of ‒a‒
plus final -a from nouns not ending in -i are attested, eg rəqqad “ رﻗّﺎدfish sp.” >
rqaqda رﻗﺎﻗﺪة. M. Meouak (p. c.) notes that the situation in M’sila and Biskra is largely identical.
As usual, there is also a small class that take infixed –u–, and a smaller one with
infixed –i–, as well as a semi-external plural by suffixing –an with internal ablaut
(examples: byut “ ﺑﻴﻮتhouses”, gṛun “ ﭬﺮونhorns”, sbuʕa “ ﺱﺒﻮﻋﺔlions”; ḥmiṛ ﺣﻤﻴﺮ
“donkeys”, ʕṣi “ ﻋﺼﻲcanes”; kiṛan “ آﻴﺮانbuses”, tərqan “ ﺗﺮﻗﺎنroads”). There are
even a number of words which take a plural by long vowel deletion: zwi زوي
“zaouias”, qṭəṭ̣ “ ﻗﻄﻂcats” (or qṭuṭ )ﻗﻄﻮط, jbəb “ ﺟﺒﺐjubbas”, ṛwəđ̣ “روظwheels”
(from ṛuđ̣a )روﻇﺔ, gwər “ ﭬﻮَرFrenchmen” (from gawri )ﭬﺎوري, ġyəb “forests, wilds”
(from ġaba )ﻏﺎﺑﺔ, and more problematically ġṛŭbba “ ﻏ ُﺮﺑّﺔcrows” from ġ˚ṛab ﻏُﺮاب. A
few professional nouns have a fŭʕla plural which may be a subclass of the infixed
‒u‒ plural, eg qŭđ̣ya “ ﻗُﻀﻴﺔjudges”, ṭŭbba ﻃﺒّﺔ
ُ “doctors” (or homonymously “rat”.)
Other interestingly irregular plurals include isumat  إﺱﻮﻣﺎتor (i)smawat  ﺱﻤﺎواتor
asami “ أﺱﺎﻣﻲnames” (traditionally from singular ysəm “( ﻳﺴﻢhis name” = yəsmu
)ﻳﺴﻤُﻪ, but asəm  أﺱﻢis widely used now), xawa “ ﺧﺎوةbrothers”, xwatat “ ﺧﻮاﺗﺎتsisters”,
đ̣wawat “ ﺽﻮاواتlights”, bṛawat “ ﺑﺮاواتletters” (sg. bṛiyya )ﺑﺮﻳّﺔ, ḥlawat ﺣﻼوات
“sweets”. Note should also be made of the strong tendency, also found in Algiers, to
replace older –a plurals (eg xəyyaṭ “ ﺧﻴّﺎطtailor” > xəyyaṭa  )ﺧﻴّﺎﻃﺔby plurals in ‒in
(xəyyaṭin  ;)ﺧﻴّﺎﻃﻴﻦusage varies from person to person, and occasionally the same
speaker will alternate both forms.
fʕil-type adjectives usually take plurals by replacing ‒i‒ with ‒a‒, eg kbir “ آﺒﻴﺮbig”
> kנּbaṛ آُﺒﺎر, mliḥ “ ﻣﻠﻴﺢgood” > mlaḥ ﻣﻼح, ṭwil “ ﻃﻮﻳﻞlong, tall” > ṭwal  ;ﻃﻮالbut jdid
“ ﺟﺪﻳﺪnew” > jdəd ﺟﺪد, qdim “ ﻗﺪﻳﻢold” > qdəm ﻗﺪم. Other adjectives’ plurals (apart
from color-type ones) are in ‒in: fayəḥ “ ﻓﺎﻳﺢstinking” > fayḥin ﻓﺎﻳﺤﻴﻦ, ḥlu “ ﺣﻠﻮsweet”
> ḥluwwin ﺣﻠﻮّﻳﻦ, waʕər “ واﻋﺮdifficult” > waʕrin واﻋﺮﻳﻦ, šaṭəṛ “ ﺷﺎﻃﺮsmart” > šaṭṛin
20

Souag 2002 gives a more in-depth treatment of this issue, but may require elaboration.
While its model accounts for nearly all plurals in the dialect, it does not account for a few of
the plurals I give here. In čwaləq and qmayəj, the irregularity appears to be motivated by avoidance of a C1VC1 sequence ‒ even though such sequences are perfectly possible in the dialect.
Comparison with Cherchell (Grand’Henry 1972: 106) allows us to dismiss the irregularity of
bʕaʕəš as the result of an irregular degemination of the singular. But only use of the roottemplate model can account for kṛaṭən; I suspect dialect borrowing.
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ﺷﺎﻃﺮﻳﻦ. Exceptions, at least for some speakers, include ʕaqəl  > ﻋﺎﻗﻞʕŭqqal ُﻋﻘّﺎل
“calm, smart”, jahəl  > ﺟﺎهﻞjŭhhal ﺟﻬّﺎل
ُ “ignorant”. The short adjectives nqi ﻧﻘﻲ
“clean” and ʕma “ ﻋﻤﺎblind” have plurals nqaya  ﻧﻘﺎﻳﺔor nqiyyin ﻧﻘﻴّﻴﻦ, ʕmuya ﻋﻤﻮﻳﺔ.
The basic color adjectives are byəđ̣ “ ﺑﻴَﺾwhite”, kḥəl “ آﺤﻞblack”, ḥməṛ ﺣﻤﺮ
“red”, ṣfəṛ “ ﺻﻔﺮyellow”, xđ̣əṛ “ ﺧﻀﺮgreen”, zrəq “ زرقblue”; secondary colors are
mainly derived from French (eg gri “ ﭬﺮيgray”), with exceptions including čini ﺗْﺸﻴﻨﻲ
“orange”, xuxi “ ﺧﻮﺧﻲpink”. The plurals of basic color adjectives are of the form
fʕula, eg byuđ̣a “ ﺑﻴﻮﺽﻰwhite (pl.)”, kḥula “ آﺤﻮﻟﻰblack (pl.)”, etc. This appears to be
unusual ‒ plurals in fuʕəl (urban Maghreb dialects) or fŭʕl (Bedouin or non-Maghreb
dialects) are more widely attested ‒ but brings them more closely into line with the
regular infixed ‒u‒ plural.
Gender: Most body parts which come in pairs are feminine, as is kərš “ آﺮْشstomach”: eg yədd “ ﻳ ّﺪhand”, ʕin “ ﻋﻴﻦeye”, wđən “ وذنear”, but curiously not rjəl رﺟﻞ
“leg”. qəlb “ ﻗﻠْﺐheart”, not being among these, is masculine. bab “ ﺑﺎبgate”, daṛ دار
“house”, bit “ ﺑﻴﺖroom”, zit “ زﻳﺖoil”, tirẓəẓt “ ﺗﻴﺮززْتsmall wasp”, ṣuf “ ﺻﻮفwool”,
səmš “ ﺱﻤْﺶsun”, naṛ “fire”, ləṛđ “ اﻻرضearth”, triq “ ﺗﺮﻳﻖroad” are feminine (but
not eg mus “ ﻣﻮسknife”, qməṛ “ ﻗﻤﺮmoon”, ḥanut “ ﺣﺎﻧﻮتshop”.) ma “ ﻣﺎwater”, nda
“ ﻧﺪاdew”, nba “ ﻧﺒﺎecho”, dwa “ دواmedicine”, hwa “ هﻮاair”, šta “ ﺷﺘﺎwinter” are masculine; contrast šta “ ﺷﺘﺎrain”, ʕša “ ﻋﺸﺎdinner”, ġda “ ﻏﺪاlunch”, ʕṣa “ ﻋﺼﻰstick”,
sma “ ﺱﻤﺎsky”. Although the vast majority of nouns’ gender can be most simply predicted with a phonological rule (if it ends in ‒a ـﺔ, or less reliably ‒t ـﺖ, it is
feminine), the principal influence on recent French loanwords’ gender seems to be
neither their gender in the original language nor the phonological form, but the gender of the Arabic term they substitute for: jat limạž ﺟﺎت ﻟﻴﻤﺎژ, “the image has come”
(of a broken TV), after ṣuṛa ﺻﻮرة, but ḷapḷaž kbir “ ﻻپﻼژ آﺒﻴﺮthe beach is big”, after
šəṭṭ ﻂ
ّ ﺷ, and ḷapạray? jibha “ ﻻپﺎراي ﺟﻴﺒﻬﺎThe camera ? Bring it” after ṣəwwaṛa
ﺻﻮّارة21.
Possession: The state of annexion is frequent, conveying the idea of an inalienable
possessive: məṛt xuya “ ﻣﺮْت ﺧﻮﻳﺎmy brother’s wife”, lsan əlʕəṣfuṛ “ ﻟﺴﺎن اﻟﻌﺼﻔﻮرbird’s
tongue” (also a type of pasta). Alienable possession is expressed with taʕ  ﺗﺎعor more
traditional ntaʕ ﻧﺘﺎع, eg əlkəbš taʕʕəmmi اﻟﻜﺒْﺶ ﺗﺎع ﻋﻤّﻲ, “my uncle’s ram”. However,
with the pronominal suffixes dyal is most often used; so we can say dyali  دﻳﺎﻟﻲor taʕi
 ﺗﺎﻋﻲto mean “mine”, with no obvious difference in meaning. These forms vary according to the number of the possessed (with plurals (n)tawəʕ ﺗﺎوع22, dyawəl )دﻳﺎول,
but not according to its gender.
Family terms, as well as ṣaḥəb “ ﺻﺎﺣﺐfriend”, express their possessives using a
special construction with the personal suffixes (although most, like baba  ﺑﺎﺑﺎand
yəmma ﻳﻤّﺎ, can also use construct forms: babat  ﺑﺎﺑﺎتand yəmmat )ﻳﻤّﺎت: so for instance jəddət yəmmaha taʕ amina“ ﺟ ّﺪ ْة ﻳﻤّﺎهﺎ ﺗﺎع أﻣﻴﻨﺔAmina’s mother’s grandmother”;
xuh taʕ kamal “ ﺧﻮﻩ ﺗﺎع آَﻤﺎلKamal’s brother”; either babat xuya  ﺑﺎﺑﺎت ﺧﻮﻳﺎor babah taʕ
xuya ﺑﺎﺑﺎﻩ ﺗﺎع ﺧﻮﻳﺎ, my brother’s father (but not *əlbaba ntaʕ xuya, which highlights
one underlying reason: many kinship terms cannot take əl, and ‒ although not tech21
Contrast the Moroccan Arabic situation described by Heath 1989, where “In European
borrowings... those which lack /-a/ are masculine” (p. 131).
22
Apparently not common in the Maghreb, but attested in several other areas (cf. Grand’Henry
1972: 121).
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nically inalienable ‒ can be “alienated” only with a first-person meaning). This preHilalian construction is exactly paralleled in Kabyle, eg gma-s n Yiḏir, “Idir’s brother” (Naït-Zerrad 2001:47); it is also recorded for the much more strongly Kabyleinfluenced Jijel Arabic dialect by Marçais (1956).
Articles: Invariant waḥd əl- means “a” or “some” with singulars: eg waḥd əṛṛajəl
“ واﺣﺪ اﻟﺮّاﺟﻞa man” or “some guy”, waḥd əlmṛa “ واﺣﺪ اﻟﻤﺮاa woman”; it can also be
used appreciatively or emphatically (like English “some”). Invariant kaš(i) آﺎش
means “some… or other”, and can be used with plurals: eg kaš ḥaja آﺎش ﺣﺎﺟﺔ
“something or other”, kaš ktub “ آﺎش آﺘﻮبsome books or other”, kaš waḥəd آﺎش واﺣﺪ

“someone or other”. Indefiniteness can also be expressed, most simply, by simply
leaving the noun unmarked. M. Meouak (p. c.) notes that the situation in M’sila and
Biskra is largely identical.
In modern speech, compound nouns in bu- take the definite article perfectly normally, and indeed the plural: thus buslamat “ ﺑﻮﺱﻼﻣﺎتdolphins”, əlbuzəlluf اﻟﺒﻮزﻟّﻮف
“the sheep’s head” (pl. zlaləf  زﻻﻟﻒor zlalfa )زﻻﻟﻔﺔ. This is unusual, and surprising given their etymology; according to my father, their taking the article is a relatively recent development, although their taking the plural is older.
Marçais mentions Dellys as a region which has adopted the Berber masculine
prefix a‒ with a few nouns; however, my experience provides little support for this
claim. Placenames in the immediate vicinity that once featured this ‒ aṣuwwaf
أﺻﻮّاف, agiwaz  ‒ أﭬﻴﻮازare giving way to the alternative forms laṣuwwaf, lagiwaz
(though another, ansəm أﻧﺴﻢ, seems to be stable), and the very rare word aẓayaṭ أزاﻳﺎط
“hard rain” cited earlier seems to be an adverb rather than a noun (əššta tṭiḥ aẓayaṭ
“ اﻟﺸﺘﺎ ﺗﻄﻴﺢ أزاﻳﺎطthe rain is falling in sheets”). Most Berber loanwords ‒ eg sisnu ﺱﻴﺴﻨﻮ
“madrona”, bərkukəs “ ﺑﺮآﻮآﺲrough-grained couscous” ‒ drop it, although the Berber feminine is retained in tirẓeẓt “a type of small wasp”. The noun asəm “ أﺱﻢname”, as a recent alternative to older ysəm  ﻳﺴﻢ, can scarcely be cited in this connection. If anything, the morning greeting axir  أﺧﻴﺮis perhaps the only commonly
used possibility ‒ although the rare word aqsil “ أﻗﺴﻴﻞgrass sp.” may be a case in
point.
3.3 Numbers
The dual per se seems to be restricted to Arabic measure nouns, where it may be
‒ayən or ‒in; the latter is only superficially similar (though historically identical) to a
plural found mainly on nouns denoting body parts ‒ usually but not always ones
which come in pairs ‒ of the form ‒in (‒i‒ before personal suffixes). On units of time
it is required, while on a few measure other words it is optional; thus we can have
yumin  ﻳﻮﻣﻴﻦor yumayən “ ﻳﻮﻣﺎﻳﻦtwo days”, ʕamin  ﻋﺎﻣﻴﻦor ʕamayən “ ﻋﺎﻣﺎﻳﻦtwo
years”, where the dual is necessary, and məṛṛtin  ﻣﺮّﺗﻴﻦor zuj məṛṛat “ زوج ﻣﺮّاتtwice”, wərqtin  ورﻗﺘﻴﻦor zuj wərqat “ زوج وﻗﺎتtwo pieces of paper, two leaves” where it
is optional, but never, say, *kiluwwin for “two kilos”, or *ṛajlin “two men”, or *zuj
əyyam “two days”. The former dual on such words as yəddin “ ﻳﺪّﻳﻦhands”, ʕinin ﻋﻴﻨﻲ
“eyes”, ṣbəʕtin “ ﺻﺒﻌﺘﻴﻦfingers”, jnaḥtin “ ﺟﻨﺎﺣﺘﻴﻦwings” is now a true plural, eg: jana
waḥəd elwəḥš ʕəndu ʕəšṛa ʕinin “ ﺟﺎﻧﺎ واﺣﺪ اﻟﻮﺣْﺶ ﻋﻨﺪُﻩ ﻋﺸﺮة ﻋﻴﻨﻴﻦA monster with ten
eyes came to us.”
“Two” is zuj زوج, although ŧnin  ﺛﻨﻴﻦis still used to form higher numbers (eg ŧnin u
ʕəšrin = ﺛﻨﻴﻦ وﻋﺸﺮﻳﻦ22). So we have zuj əktub “ زوج آﺘﻮبtwo books”, zuj xŭbzat زوج
“ ﺧُﺒﺰاتtwo loaves of bread”, zuj drari “ زوج دراريtwo kids”.
The numbers from 1 to 20 are: waḥəd واﺣﺪ, zuj زوج, ŧlaŧa ﺛﻼﺛﺔ, ṛəbʕa رﺑﻌﺔ, xəmsa
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ﺧﻤﺴﺔ, sətta ﺱﺘّﺔ, səbʕa ﺱﺒﻌﺔ, ŧmənya ﺛﻤﻨﻴﺔ, təsʕa ﺗﺴﻌﺔ, ʕəšṛa ﻋﺸﺮة, ḥdaš ﺣﺪاش, ŧnạ(ʕ)š
ﺛﻨﺎﻋﺶ, ŧləṭṭa(ʕ)š ﺛﻠﻄّﺎش, əṛbəʕṭaš رﺑﻌﻄﺎش, xəmsṭa(ʕ)š ﺧﻤﺴﻄﺎش, sətṭa(ʕ)š ﺱﺘّﻄﺎش,
sbəʕṭa(ʕ)š ﺱﺒﻌﻄّﺎش, ŧmənṭa(ʕ)š ﺛﻤﻨﻄﺎش, tsəʕṭaš ﺗﺴْﻌﻄﺎش, ʕəšrinﻋﺸﺮﻳﻦ. The numbers 3-10
have shortened forms used with nouns and other numbers: ŧəlŧ ﺛﻠْﺚ, ṛəbʕ رﺑْﻊ, xəms
ﺧﻤْﺲ, sətt ﺖ
ّ ﺱ, səbʕ ﺱﺒْﻊ, ŧəmn ﺛﻤْﻦ, təsʕ ﺗﺴْﻊ, ʕəšr ﻋﺸْﺮ: eg ŧəlŧ-əmlayən  ﺛﻠْﺚ ﻣﻼﻳﻦthree
million, ŧəmn-əyyam  ﺛﻤْﻦ اﻳّﺎمeight days, ŧəmn-əktub “ ﺛﻤْﻦ آﺘﻮبeight books”. 11-19
have construct forms used in general when they preced a noun, made by adding ‒ən;
eg ŧləṭṭašən sna ﺛﻠﻄّﺎﺷﻦ ﺱﻨﺎ, thirteen years, xəmsṭašən ktab ﺧﻤﺴﻄﺎﺷﻦ آﺘﺎب, fifteen books.
Above 19, the noun is in the singular: ʕəšrin ktab “ ﻋﺸﺮﻳﻦ آﺘﺎبtwenty books”.
3.4 Prepositions

l-  ﻟـis “to”. With pronominal suffixes, both ‒li ﻟﻲ, ‒lək ﻟﻚ, ‒lu ﻟُﻪ, etc. attached to
verbs to express the dative and liyya ﻟﻴّﺎ, lik ﻟﻴﻚ, lih ﻟﻴﻪ, etc. as independent forms

which usually do not express the dative (except in cases of emphasis) are found; thus
for instance we have aʕṭihuli “ أﻋﻄﻴﻬﻮﻟﻲgive it to me!” but ʕṭah liyya (maši lik!) ﻋﻄﺎﻩ
“ )!ﻟﻴّﺎ )ﻣﺎﺷﻲ ﻟﻴﻚhe gave it to me (not to you!)”.
mən ( ﻣﻦwith suffixes mənn‒, with the article mə‒) is “from”: mən tizi-wəzzu ﻣﻦ
“ ﺗﻴﺰي وزّوfrom Tizi-Ouzou”, məlʕaṣima “ ﻣﻠﻌﺎﺻﻴﻤﺔfrom the capital”, mənnu “ ﻣﻨﱡﻪfrom
him”, mən(n)hŭm “ ﻣﻨﻬُﻢfrom them”.
b- (with suffixes bi-) is “with (instrumental)”: ja đđib bəʕṣatu “ ﺟﺎ اﻟﺬﻳﺐ ﺑﻌﺼﺎﺗُﻪthe
jackal came with his stick” (from a children’s rhyme); fṛəḥt bik “ ﻓﺮﺣْﺖ ﺑﻴﻚI’m happy
with you”.
fi  ﻓﻲor f- ( ﻓـinvariably f- with the article, fi- with suffixes, but either independently) is “in”: win kŭnt əlbarəḥ? fi jnan bu-ṣaləḥ “ وﻳﻦ ُآﻨْﺖ اﻟﺒﺎرح؟ ﻓﻲ ﺟﻨﺎن ﺑﻮ ﺻﺎﻟﺢWhere
were you last night ? In Bou-Salah’s garden” (from the same children’s rhyme);
fəddaṛ “ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪارat home”; fiha “ ﻓﻴﻬﺎin it (f.)”, f-furgu “ ﻓﻲ ﻓﻮرﭬﻮin a bus”.
ʕla ( ﻋﻠﻰʕli‒ with suffixes, contracted to ʕə‒ with the article) is “on”: đik əlyasmina
li mʕərrša ʕəlḥuš ذﻳﻚ اﻟﻴﺎﺱﻤﻴﻨﺔ ﻟﻲ ﻣﻌﺮّﺷﺔ ﻋﻠﺤﻮش, “that jasmine vine hanging on (the wall
of) the courtyard” (from tbuġir  ;)ﺗﺒﻮﻏﻴﺮwəʕlik əsslam wəṛṛəḥma وﻋﻠﻴﻚ اﻟﺴﻼم واﻟﺮﺣﻤﺔ
“and on you be peace and mercy” (from a children’s rhyme).
muṛ ( ﻣﻮرmuṛa- with suffixes) is “after” or “behind”: muṛ ma tsəllək ﻣﻮر ﻣﺎ ﺗﺴﻠّﻚ
“after you finish”, muṛaya “ ﻣﻮراﻳﺎbehind me”.
bin “ ﺑﻴﻦbetween” has an irregular suffixed plural form binat-; so we have bini w
binək “ ﺑﻴﻨﻲ وﺑﻴﻨﻚbetween you and me”, bin ənnas “ ﺑﻴﻦ اﻟﻨّﺎسbetween people” but
binatna “ ﺑﻴﻨﺎﺗﻨﺎbetween us”.
Other prepositions ‒ mʕa “ ﻣﻌﺎwith”, ʕənd “ ﻋﻨْﺪat”, fuq “ ﻓﻮقon top of”, təḥt ﺗﺤْﺖ
“under”, daxəl “ داﺧﻞinside”, qbəl “ ﻗﺒﻞbefore”, qədd “ ﻗ ّﺪsize of”, qis “ ﻗﻴﺲas much
as”, qŭddam “ ُﻗﺪّامin front of” ‒ are regular (except that the article does not assimilate
on əltəḥt اﻟْﺘﺤﺖ, əldaxəl اﻟْﺪاﺧﻞ.)
3.5 Negation
Verbs (including prepositional verbs) and pronouns are negated by ma… š(i) ﻣﺎ
ﺷﻲ, where the i is rarely retained by the younger generation: ma rqŭdtš(i) “ ﻣﺎ ر ُﻗ ْﺪﺗْﺶI
didn’t sleep”, ma qritš hađa lktab “ ﻣﺎ ﻗﺮﻳﺘْﺶ هﺎذا اﻟﻜﺘﺎبI haven’t read this book”, ma
ʕəndiš ktab “ ﻣﺎ ﻋﻨﺪﻳﺶ آﺘﺎبI haven’t got a book”, ma ʕəndəkš əzzhəṛ ﻣﺎ ﻋﻨﺪآْﺶ اﻟﺰّهﺮ
“You haven’t got good luck”, ma bġitš nŭxrəj “ ﻣﺎ ﺑﻐﻴﺘْﺶ ﻧُﺨﺮجI don’t want to go out”,
ḥməd ma ṛahuš(i) mṛiđ̣ “ ﺣﻤﺪ ﻣﺎ راهﻮش ﻣﺮﻳﺾHmed is not sick”, ma ṛanaš nṣəyydu ﻣﺎ
“ راﻧﺎش ﻧﺼﻴّﺪوWe aren’t fishing”. But, as usual, ma ʕəndi ḥətta ḥaja  ﻣﺎ ﻋﻨﺪي ﺣﺘّﻰ ﺣﺎﺟﺔI
haven’t got a thing; ma qritu wala məṛṛa “ ﻣﺎ ﻗﺮﻳﺘُﻪ وﻻ ﻣﺮّةI haven’t read it once.
ma ṛahuš ﻣﺎ راهﻮش, ma ṛaniš ﻣﺎ راﻧﻴﺶ, etc. can be abbreviated to mahuš ﻣﺎهﻮش,
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maniš ﻣﺎﻧﻴﺶ, etc.

Nouns and adjectives are negated by maši “ ﻣﺎﺷﻲnot”; hađa maši mliḥ هﺎذا ﻣﺎﺷﻲ ﻣﻠﻴﺢ
“This is not good”, huwa maši ṣəyyad “ هﻮّا ﻣﺎﺷﻲ ﺻﻴّﺎدHe’s not a fisherman”, hađi
xbibza, maši xŭbza  ﻣﺎﺷﻲ ﺧُﺒﺰة،“ هﺎذي ﺧﺒﻴﺒﺰةThis is a morsel of bread, not a loaf!”

4. Sociolinguistics
Baby talk: Several words are used specifically in addressing small children, notably həmmi “ هﻤّﻲeat”, kəxxi “ آﺨّﻲyuck !, don’t put that in your mouth !”, nənni ﻧﻨّﻲ
“sleep”, tittit “ ﺗﻴﺘّﺘﻴﺖcar”, məḥḥa “ ﻣﺤّﺔkiss”, dəddi “ ددّيwound”, čəčči “ ﺗْﺸ ْﺘﺸّﻲsit
down”. Of these, “eat” and “sleep” are conjugated as regular verbs. In such contexts,
there is an additional tendency to simplify phonology in ways seemingly analogous
to children’s own speech: eg r, ṛ > l (eg luḥ for ruḥ “ روحgo”), š > s (eg was əʕlih for
waš əʕlih “ واش ﻋﻠﻴﻪit’s OK”.)
Triglossia: Algeria in general is currently in what could reasonably be described as
a situation of triglossia, with two competing learned prestige languages, Modern
Standard Arabic (Fusha) and French, operating side by side with the low-prestige
dialect of everyday life (Darja). Educated speakers generally supplement their dialect with extensive use of one or both languages’ resources. A small minority go so
far as to code-switch, with a substantial proportion of their conversation being pure
French or pure MSA; the language chosen depends at least on educational background (itself varying strongly with age, as a result of the gradual Arabization of the
system following independence), religiosity (generally correlating with a preference
for Arabic), and residence in other countries (whether Western or Arab). A compromise solution, in which a dialect sentence is partially “reclassicized”, is also used
by some ‒ eg əlʔan nəhtəflu “ اﻵن ﻧﻬﺘﻒ ﻟٌﻪI will phone him now”, corresponding to
MSA saʔahtifu lahu alʔān  ﺱﺄهﺘﻒ ﻟﻪ اﻵنand dialect đŭṛk ntilifunilu ﺽﺮك ﻧﺘﻴﻠﻴﻔﻮﻧﻴﻠُﻪ23.
The use of French or MSA words, whose pronunciation is accommodated to the dialect to a varying degree, to fill lexical gaps is nearly universal; the choice in this case
depends on subject matter as well as on the factors previously mentioned. For example, a humanities or religion-related topic would tend to provoke more Arabic and
less French than a scientific or technological one. Dellys, as a socially conservative
Arabic-speaking small town with a high literacy rate relative to the country as a
whole, uses rather more Arabic in public environments, such as shop fronts, than
nearby centers such as Algiers or Tizi-Ouzou; however, French retains a high public
profile. This impressionistic summary merely recapitulates what is locally obvious;
a more detailed investigation would require a carefully chosen larger sample.
Polite formulae: Greetings include axir أﺧﻴﺮ, ṣbəḥ əlxir ﺻﺒﺢ اﻟﺨﻴﺮ, (more recently
introduced) ṣbəḥ ənnuṛ “ ﺻﺒﺢ اﻟﻨﻮرgood morning!”; təṣbəḥ bxir/ʕla xir ﺗﺼﺒﺢ ﺑﺨﻴﺮ\ﻋﻠﻰ
“ ﺧﻴﺮgood night!”; ʕəslama “ ﻋﺴﻼﻣﺔhello!”; waš ṛak “ واش راكhow are you?”, labas
“ ﻻﺑﺎسfine”, əḷḷah yʕawnək “ اﷲ ﻳﻌﺎوﻧﻚGod aid you” (said to person hard at work), bqa
ʕla xir “ ﺑﻘﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺧﻴﺮgoodbye! (to person staying)”, grammatically imperative; əḷḷah
ysəhhəl “ اﷲ ﻳﺴﻬّﻞgoodbye! (to person leaving)”; bəsslama “ ﺑﺎﻟﺴﻼﻣﺔgoodbye”; səlləm
ʕlihum“ ﺱﻠّﻢ ﻋﻠﻴﻬُﻢtell them I say hi”; to which may be added the MSA ahlən ﻼ
ً أه,
əssalamu ʕaləykŭm اﻟﺴﻼم ﻋﻠﻴﻜﻢ, maʕassalama ﻣﻊ اﻟﺴﻼﻣﺔ, ilalliqa'  إﻟﻰ اﻟﻘﺎءand the French
ṣava (< “ça va”). In requests, one may use əḷḷah ysəjjik “ اﷲ ﻳﺴﺠّﻴﻚplease”, ṣəḥḥa ﺻﺤّﺎ,
23

Compare the Moroccan situation presented in Heath 1989, ch. 4.
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ṣəḥḥit “ ﺻﺤّﻴﺖthank you”, ysəlmək “ ﻳﺴﻠﻤﻚyou’re welcome”24, as well as the MSA
šukṛən ﺷﻜﺮًا, ʕəfwən ﻋﻔﻮًا. Condolences to the family of the deceased use the formula
baṛaka fikŭm “ َﺑ َﺮآَﺔ ﻓﻴﻜُﻢblessings be upon you”, and a familiar dead person’s
person’s name is typically followed by əḷḷah yrəḥmu “ اﷲ ﻳﺮﺣﻤُﻪGod have mercy on
him”. “Excuse me” is əsməḥni اﺱﻤﺤﻨﻲ. Mention of an “unclean” subject, such as
garbage or donkeys, may be preceded by ḥaša-k(ŭm) “ ﺣﺎﺷﺎكpardon the phrase”,
while mention of a bad possibility may be followed by bʕid əššəṛṛ “ ﺑﻌﻴﺪ اﻟﺸ ّﺮfar be the
evil”. When something is accidentally spilled, the formula fađ̣ əlxiṛ “ ﻓﺎض اﻟﺨﻴﺮfortune has overflowed” can be used. A number of formulas, such as inshallah,
bismillah, alhamdulillah, etc., are used in more or less the manner prescribed by
Islam.

Verbal arts: Many traditional verbal arts ‒ stories (mḥajiyyat )ﻣﺤﺎﺟﻴﺎت, riddles
(lŭġz )ُﻟﻐْﺰ, and most nursery rhymes ‒ have fallen into disuse since the introduction
of television. tbuġir  ‒ ﺗﺒﻮﻏﻴﺮthe partly improvised chants in praise of the bride and
groom sung by women at weddings ‒ are still in use, but it is unclear whether they
will survive the next generation. Proverbs remain in common use. A local poet,
Amer Chabani ﻋﺎﻣﺮ ﺷﻌﺒﺎﻧﻲ, has written some lengthy dialect poetry describing the
town and its traditions (not as yet published) in addition to his published corpus in
literary Arabic, and has compiled a book (also unpublished) containing a number of
local folktales, proverbs, riddles, and rhymes, as well as extensive vocabulary lists
for particular semantic fields (fish, fruit, traditional clothing, placenames, etc).

5. Vocabulary
Sea life: The Dellys dialect is noted for the diversity of its marine terminology,
some of which can be traced back to late Latin via Andalusi Arabic25. Notable invertebrates include mujnib “ ﻣﻮﺟﻨﻴﺐcrab”, qəmṛun “ ﻗﻤﺮونshrimp”, pạppaṣ “ پﺎپّﺎصflat
lobster sp.”, lŭggi “ ُﻟﭭّﻲsea urchin”26, ḥərrayəq “sea anemone, jellyfish”, qərniṭ ﻗﺮﻧﻴﻂ
“octopus”, qalamaṛ “ ﻗﺎﻻﻣﺎرsquid”, sipya “ ﺱﻴﺒﻴﺔcuttlefish”, kạtzạmaṛ  آﺎﺗﺰاﻣﺎرor ḥmaṛ
əlbḥəṛ “ ﺣﻤﺎر اﻟﺒﺤﺮsea cucumber”, nəjmət ləbḥəṛ “ ﻧﺠﻤﺔ اﻟﺒﺤﺮstarfish”. Sea urchin eating being an important local custom27, at least two types have specific names:
šadiyya ( ﺷﺎدﻳﺔlarge with short blunt spikes), yhudiyya ( ﻳﻬﻮدﻳّﺔdark black with long
spikes, no meat.). Shellfish include buq “ ﺑﻮقconch”, srəmbəq “ ﺱﺮﻧﺒﻖmussels”, ġolal
“ ﻏﻼلperiwinkle”, mḥaṛ “ ﻣﺤﺎرlimpet”, bčuq “ ْﺑﺘْﺸﻮقshellfish”. At least five species
24

Grammatically, this should have a geminate l. In practice, gemination is rarely noticeable
here.
25
Corriente (1997) gives etymologies for a number of these.
26
The etymology of this distinctively Dellys term long puzzled me. It turns out to derive from
Berber, as first suggested by Salem Chaker (p. c., 2004): specifically, Kabyle ilegg°i “cytise
(bot.)” (cytisus, laburnum: Dallet 1982). The direction of borrowing is confirmed by a number
of cognates further afield: Haraoua Berber (Basset 1895:151) tilouggith “ ﺗﻠﻮﮔﻴﺚgenêt”
(needle-furze), Middle Atlas Tamazight (Taifi 1991) alggu pl. ilgg°a “genêt, cytise”, and even
Tamajeq (Alojaly 1980) əlogi “esp. de plante”. The semantic shift ‒ from a spiny plant to a
spiny sea creature - is natural enough.
27
This custom itself cannot be attributed to the French; Thomas Shaw already makes note of
it in the eighteenth century Maghreb. However, the method ‒ eating them with bread and
lemon ‒ is likely of French inspiration; Shaw observed them being eaten with pepper and vinegar. The urchins are gathered with a qŭṛṛaša “ ُﻗﺮّاﺷﺔtrident”.
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of seaweed are named: ṭṛiʕ ( ﻃﺮﻳﻊlong flat dark straight leaves), tubrint28 ﺗﻮﺑﺮﻳﻨْﺖ
(small, olive green, and branching), xəzz ( ﺧ ّﺰgreen threadlike leaves, named after the
thick dirty mud, xəzz ﺧ ّﺰ, in which it grows), ʕsila ( ﻋﺴﻴﻠﺔyellowish-green, branching),
and ʕənqud ( ﻋﻨﻘﻮدlarge, brown and furry, shaped like a bunch of grapes). Cetaceans
include buslama “ ﺑﻮﺱﻼﻣﺔdolphin” and bạlina “ ﺑﺎﻟﻴﻨﺔwhale” (< Fr. baleine).
As for fish, collecting names proved much easier than finding translations...
‒ Identified with some certainty, by comparing photographs taken to those in Froese
& Pauly 2000: buzəllayəq “ ﺑﻮزﻻَﻳﻖblenny” (probably Parablennius incognitus),
sərdin “ ﺱﺮدﻳﻦsardine”, šaġər “ ﺷﺎﻏﺮsea bream” (busnan ﺑﻮﺱﻨﺎن: young šaġər),
ʕənqəṛba “ ﻋﻨﻘﺮﺑﺔscorpionfish”, qaṛuṣ “ ﻗﺎروصsea bass”, gנּrəng “ ﭬُﺮﻧڨconger”
(regarded by fishermen as a male səlbaḥa), mustila “ ﻣﻮﺱﺘﻴﻠﺔforkbeard”. A school of
fish is g°laf ﭬُﻼف29.
‒ Identified by showing pictures to occasional fishermen, and somewhat less certain:
jaja “ ﺟﺎﺟﺔgurnard”, čuču “ ﺗْﺸﻮﺗْﺸﻮray” (bigger than dəṛga), dəṛga “ درﭬﺔray”, ẓənkuṛ
“ زﻧﻜﻮرwrasse”, spạda “ ﺱﭙﺎدةswordfish”, ṣul “ ﺻﻮلsole”, čarniyya “ ﺗﺸﺎرﻧﻴّﺔgrouper”,
friyyxa ( ﻓﺮﻳﺨﺔvery young čarniyya), fərxa ( ﻓﺮﺧﺔyoung čarniyya), qəṭṭ əlbḥəṛ ﻂ اﻟﺒﺤﺮ
ّﻗ
“spotted dogfish”, kəlb əlbḥəṛ “ آﻠﺐ اﻟﺒﺤﺮdogfish”.
‒ Identified verbally: buniṭ “ ﺑﻮﻧﻴﻂbonito” (bakuṛ  ﺑﺎآﻮر: young buniṭ), dəns ( دﻧْﺲFr.
“dentée”, so English “dentex” or “seabream”), ṛʕayda “ رﻋﺎﻳﺪةelectric ray”, ruži روژي
“mullet”, zarniyya ( زارﻧﻴﺔFr. “liche”, so English “derbio” or “leerfish”), səlbaḥa
“ ﺱﻠﺒﺎﺣﺔmoray eel”, ṭəyyaṛ “ ﻃﻴّﺎرflying fish”, lənčuba “ ﻟﻨﺘﺸﻮﺑﺔanchovy”, mərnus
“ ﻣﺮﻧﻮسwhiting”.
‒ Unidentified: bərjəmbaluq ﺑﺮﺟﻤﺒﺎﻟﻮق, bəgṛət əlbḥəṛ ﺑﭭﺮة اﻟﺒﺤﺮ, busif ﺑﻮﺱﻴﻒ, buməxyəṭ
ﺑﻮﻣﺨﻴَﻂ, bumənšaṛ ﺑﻮﻣﻨﺸﺎر, čalba ( ﺗﺸﺎﻟﺒﺔa fish said to induce hallucinations if eaten to
excess), qŭṛṛaʕ ( ُﻗﺮّاعyoung čalba), đib ( ذﻳﺐsmall), ṛanya ( راﻧﻴﺎresembles čuču),
rəqqad رﻗَﺎد, zərrayqa زرّاﻳﻘﺔ, ẓṛiṛga زرﻳﺮﭬﺔ, šukla ( ﺷﻮآﻼspiny, resembles kəḥla), ṭəms
( ﻃﻤْﺲsaid to sleep on the surface)30, ʕin əlḥəjla ﻋﻴﻦ اﻟﺤﺠﻠﺔ, fəḥḥam ( ﻓﺤّﺎمlike đib, but
greyer), qajuj ( ﻗﺎﺟﻮجlike šaġər but reddish), gנּmiri ﭬُﻤﻴﺮي, buri ( ﺑﻮريyoung gנּmiri),
kəḥla ( آﺤﻠﺔlike busnan, but blacker), luq ﻟﻮق, mŭrsiṭ ( ﻣُﺮﺱﻴﻂresembles buniṭ), nəhri
( ﻧﻬﺮيa very bony river fish).
While existing dictionaries of fish names made this task far easier, they also revealed that dictionary comparison alone was not an adequate basis for fish identification: in two cases, rəqqad and fərxa, Moroccan homonyms (from Lataoui 1999)
proved to refer to entirely different fish. Dictionaries could thus be used with confidence only when photographs of the fish in question were available. This list is far
from complete; Amer Chabani lists several more fish names in his unpublished work
mentioned above. I was told that the government had made a survey of the local fish
names some years back, but have not as yet found out whether it was ever published.
Loanwords: French and standard Arabic loanwords are better treated under the
heading of sociolinguistics (above); some examples can be seen in the brief texts gi28

The form of this word almost surely implies a Berber origin, but I have found no convincing comparison. The best match so far seems to be Tamajeq (Alojaly 1980) tebăremt “esp.
de plante persistante” (Tuareg e regularly corresponds to northern i, and ă in an open noninitial syllable to Ø.)
29
Cf. Kabyle agºlaf (Dallet 1982) “essaim (d’abeilles, de guêpes, etc.)” (swarm); Tamajeq
(Alojaly 1980) gəluləf “ê. entièrement réuni.” (be completely reunited).
30
Misidentified in Souag 2002 as “seal”. A more plausible ‒ though still uncertain ‒ word for
“seal” is bumnir ﺑﻮﻣﻨﻴﺮ, said to be dolphin-like and to climb onto rocks.
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ven below. Of greater historical interest are precolonial loanwords.
Berber has contributed a substantial number, particularly botanical terms such as
timəlwin “ ﺗﻴﻤﻠﻮﻳﻦa type of fig” (Kabyle imelwi “a pole for picking figs” < elwi
“gather (fruit)”), sisnu “ ﺱﻴﺴﻨﻮmadrona” (Kabyle isisnu), lŭggi “ ُﻟﭭّﻲsea urchin”
(Kabyle ilegg°i “cytisus”, see note above), magraman “ ﻣﺎﭬﺮاﻣﺎنInula viscosa”
(Kabyle amagraman), and zoological terms such as tirẓəẓt “ ﺗﻴﺮززْتsmall wasp”,
zərdi “ زرديweasel” (Kabyle izirdi), gənduz “ ﭬﻨﺪوزcalf” (Kabyle agenduz), but including other terms such as zəmzi “ زﻣﺰيthrowing stone” (Kabyle azemzi), buġər
“recite praise verses at a wedding” (Kabyle < sbuġəṛ31), and even kinship terms: lusa
“ ﻟﻮﺱﺔsister-in-law” (Kabyle talwest), and quite possibly even yəmma “ ﻳﻤّﺎmother”
and baba “ ﺑﺎﺑﺎfather”. Direct calques are also to be found, such as ʕərs əđđib ﻋﺮْس
“ اﻟﺬّﻳﺐrain falling from a sunny sky”, after Kabyle tameγṛa bb°uccen; both forms
mean “jackal’s wedding”. (All these Kabyle forms are from Dallet 1982). Kabyle’s
very extensive borrowings from Algerian Arabic make it harder to detect loanwords
in the opposite direction with certainty, but this list is doubtless far from exhaustive.
In Dellys as elsewhere, several layers of Romance loanwords are discernible. A
few were certainly borrowed via Berber, notably fəllus “ ﻓﻠّﻮسchick”. Many of these
terms are well-attested in Andalusi Arabic, where Corriente (1997) traces them directly to late Latin: these are conspicuous in marine vocabulary, eg qəṛniṭ ﻗﺮﻧﻴﻂ
“octopus” (< cornetum), čarniyya “ ﺗْﺸﺎرﻧﻴﺔfish sp.” (< acernia), šluqi “ ﺷﻠﻮﻗﻲsoutheastern wind” (< salus + pejorative -ok) but are also found in other semantic fields,
eg gnina “ ﭬﻨﻴﻨﺔrabbit” (< cunīculus), bərrayəq “ ﺑﺮّاﻳﻖinsect sp.” (< bruchus),
bərdlaqa “ ﺑﺮدﻻﻗﺔflower sp.” (< portulaca). Others seem likely to derive from Spanish at a later period, possibly via Lingua Franca (Lévy 1992:71-74): timpu ﺗﻴﻤﭙﻮ
“good weather” (< tiempo), mạlu “ ﻣﺎﻟﻮbad weather” (< malo), čuču “ ﺗْﺸﻮﺗْﺸﻮray sp.”
(< chucho), duṛu “ دوروdouro” (< duro), fišṭa “ ﻓﻴﺸﻄﺔfestival”32 (< fiesta), baṭaṭa
“ ﺑﺎﻃﺎﻃﺔpotato” (< patata), ṭumaṭiš “ ﻃﻮﻣﺎﻃﻴﺶtomato” (< tomates), šlađ̣a ﺷﻼﻇﺔ
“lettuce”, ṛuđ̣a “ روﻇﺔwheel” (< rueda), gusṭu“ ﭬﻮﺱﻄﻮtaste (personal preference)” (<
gusto), or from other Romance languages, eg lənčuba “ ﻟﻨﺘﺸﻮﺑﺔanchovy” (compare
Portuguese anchova)33.
Finally, the Ottoman period left a number of Turkish loanwords behind, eg burak
“ ﺑﻮراكbourak (food)” (< börek), baylək “ ﺑﺎﻳﻠﻚgovernment, State” (< beylik “provincial government”), tqašir “ ﺗﻘﺎﺷﻴﺮpair of socks” (< çakșır “a type of trousers”),
bərjəmbaluq “ ﺑﺮﺟﻤﺒﺎﻟﻮقfish sp.” (cf. Turkish balık “fish”).
Calendar: Traditionally, as elsewhere in North Africa and previously in Moorish
Spain, two calendars were used: the Julian “Berber” calendar, for timing agriculture,
and the Islamic lunar calendar, for timing religious activities. The former, still common in Kabyle, has disappeared from local usage, leaving most of its month names
effectively irrecoverable. Only a few of the more prominent months were recalled by
my consultants; for example, yənnayər  ﻳﻨّﺎﻳﺮand fuṛaṛ  ﻓﻮرارwere encountered in a
folktale of transparently Kabyle origins, while closer questioning revealed məġṛəs
31
Salem Chaker (p. c., 2004) confirms that this root is a borrowing from, rather than into,
Berber, deriving from the root ġr “call, cry out” plus the augmentative derivational prefix b-.
32
Noted for Cherchell in Grand’Henry 1972: 165 as likely to be of Andalusi origin.
33
Most of these are also found in Algiers, and as such discussed in Cohen 1902: 415 ‒ as are
many of the Turkish loanwords (see Belguedj 1971).
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ﻣﻐﺮس, yəbrir ﻳﺒﺮﻳﺮ, ġŭšt  ﻏُﺸﺖand dujəmbəṛ دوﺟﻤﺒﺮ. A number of vaguer traditional calendrical expressions relating to the solar year are, however, still in use: for example,
smayəm  ﺱﻤﺎﻳﻢfor a hot period in August, and ṣlaḥt ənnwadər  ﺻﻼﺣ ْﺔ اﻟﻨّﻮادرfor the first
big rains of autumn.
The dialect words for the lunar months, apart from Ramadan, have also disappeared from regular use (being replaced by MSA terms, when used at all), but are
still recalled by older people. According to my aunt, Khira Souag, they were as
follows:
əlʕašuṛa
šiʕ əlʕašuṛa
əlmulud
šiʕ əlmulud
jumad əlluwwəl
jumad əŧŧani
əṛjəb
šəʕban
ṛəmđ̣an
ləfṭaṛ
ləjləb
əlḥəjj

اﻟﻌﺎﺷﻮرا
ﺷﻴﻊ اﻟﻌﺎﺷﻮرا
اﻟﻤﻮﻟﻮد
ﺷﻴﻊ اﻟﻤﻮﻟﻮد
ﺟﻮﻣﺎد اﻟّﻠﻮّل
ﺟﻮﻣﺎد اﻟﺜّﺎﻧﻲ
رﺟﺐ
ﺷﻌﺒﺎن
رﻣﻀﺎن
اﻟﻔﻄﺎر
اﻟﺠﻠﺐ
اﻟﺤ ّﺞ

Muharram
Safar
Rabiʕ I
Rabiʕ II
Jumada I
Jumada II
Rajab
Shaʕban
Ramadan
Shawwal
Dhul-Qaʕda
Dhul-Hijja

Nowadays, the Gregorian calendar with French month names is in general use.
Other basic calendrical terminology is as typical elsewhere in Algeria.
Toponymy: Dellys’name itself is variously pronounced dəlləs  دﻟّﺲor əddəlləs
اﻟﺪّﻟﺲ, revealing an interesting case of reanalysis. Historically, the əd- in the latter
must derive, not from the definite article, but from the t- in *tdəlləs (the name recorded by the medieval Arab geographers as Tadallas ﺗﺪﻟّﺲ.)34. The Turkish name of the

town, as recorded by Piri Re’is (1544), was Tillis (written in the text with a presumably non-distinctive long î, as ﺲ
ْ  ِﺗﻠﱢﻴ, but in the map with a short i); the /i/ of the
French name, /delis/ (Dellys), presumably derives from this Turkish pronunciation.
The name itself seems to derive from a Berber plant name widespread in toponyms,
akin to the Dellys-dialect word dalis “ داﻟﻴﺲthatch” (called dis outside Dellys) or the
Kabyle equivalent adles.
In general, most place names in Dellys derive from Arabic, with a significant minority from French; however, particularly around the border between Dellys and
Ladjenna and in the mountains above, names of Berber or unidentifiable origin are
frequent. As might be expected, every neighborhood has its own name; within the
town itself, these are usually named after a local saint.
The coast of the Dellys area being unusually rocky, most of the larger rock islands
immediately offshore also have their own names, particularly those used for
swimming. Notable examples include ḥəjṛa kəḥla “ ﺣﺠﺮة آﺤﻠﺔBlack Rock” off Sahel
34

As Dallet 1982 briefly suggests. The name  ﺗﺪﻟﺲis used by al-Idrīsī, Ibn Sa`īd al-Maghribī,
Ibn Khaldūn, and al-Ḥimyarī; see http://e.1asphost.com/dellys/library/brdesc.html. In an Ottoman land deed of the early nineteenth century shown me by its owner Mahmoud Belhaoua, I
observed the hybrid spelling اﻟﺘﺪﻟﺲ.
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Bouberak, dzirət əṛjəb“ دزﻳﺮ ْة رﺟﺐRajab Island” west of Sid el-Medjni, ḥəjṛət baba
ššix  ﺣﺠﺮة ﺑﺎﺑﺎ اﻟﺸﻴﺦeast of Sid el-Medjni, the two mġazəl ﻣﻐﺎزل, əlpwanta  اﻟﭙﻮاﻧﺘﺔand
ḥəjṛa ṭwila “ ﺣﺠﺮة ﻃﻮﻳﻠﺔLong Rock” off Qari-Achour (the beach around Oued elGuettar), əssṭuḥ “ اﻟﺴّﻄﻮحthe Roofs” between Qari-Achour and el-Kouss, əssənsəl
“ اﻟﺴﻨﺴﻞthe Chain” off el-Kouss, and ruši di mul ( روﺷﻲ دي ﻣﻮلie. Rocher des Moules)
ّ ( روﺷﻲ دي آﺮاie Rocher des Crappes) north of Lagiouaz.
and ruši di kṛapp پ
The Latin name for the town, adopted from Punic, was Rusuccuro35, probably
Phoenician for “partridge cape”; the name Addyma, attested in Ptolemy for a site

between Dellys and Djinet, may refer to the mouth of Oued Sebaou (Laporte 1995).
I am aware of no toponym in the area that can plausibly be seen as reflecting either
of these.
Comparative vocabulary: The following wordlist is provided to facilitate
comparison with other dialects, after Caubet 2001. For verbs, the imperfect stem is
given ‒ that is, the imperative minus any prefix.

do:
go down:
go up:
go in:
go out:
want/like/love:
find:
wait:
take away:
take:
see:
listen, hear:
sleep:
sit:
stand:
work:
send:
throw:
catch:
cough:
stop:
come back:
tell a story:
become:
close:
ask:

dir دﻳﺮ, ʕməl ﻋﻤﻞ, wasi واﺱﻲ
ḥbəṭ ﺣﺒﻂ
ṭləʕ ﻃﻠﻊ
dxŭl دﺧُﻞ
xנּrəj ﺧُﺮج
ḥəbb ﺐ
ّ ﺣ, bġi ﺑﻐﻲ
ṣib ﺻﻴﺐ, lqi ﻟﻘﻰ
ssənna ﺱﻨّﻰ
ّا
ddi ( ادّيbring: jib )ﺟﻴﺐ
xuđ ( ﺧﻮذirregular; see above)
šuf ( ﺷﻮفgaze: xנּẓəṛ )ﺧُﺰر
sməʕ ﺱﻤﻊ
rqŭd ( رﻗُﺪdream: num )ﻧﻮم
qנּʕəd ﻗُﻌﺪ
wqəf وﻗﻒ
xdəm ﺧﺪم
bʕəŧ ﺑﻌﺚ
ṛmi رﻣﻰ
ḥkəm ﺣﻜﻢ, gbəđ̣ ﭬﺒﺾ
sʕəl ( ﺱﻌﻞsneeze: ʕṭəṣ )ﻋﻄﺺ
ḥbəs ﺣﺒﺲ
wəlli وﻟّﻲ
ḥaji ﺣﺎﺟﻲ, ḥki ﺣﻜﻰ
wəlli وﻟّﻲ
ġנּləq ﻏُﻠﻖ
səqsi ﺱﻘﺴﻲ

35
Attested variants include Rusucurium, Rusuccuro, Rusuccuru, possibly Ascurum, and the
Greek Ρουσοκκόρου for the town, and Rusucuritani and Rusuccuritani for its citizens; see
http://e.1asphost.com/dellys/library/brdesc.html, Viré 1912.
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hide:
put down, place:
look for:
hurt:
quickly:
all:
someone:
no one:
nothing:
good:
woman:
people:
carrots:
tomatoes:
oranges:
lemon:
pear:
walnut:
nut:
pumpkin:
gourd:
courgette:
spinach:
artichoke:
lentils:
watermelon:
pepper:
salt:
mint:
key:
breakfast = coffee:
lunch:
dinner:
evening:
rain:
yesterday:
day before yesterday:
two days before:
tomorrow:
day after tomorrow
two days after:
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xəbbi ﺧﺒّﻲ
ḥəṭṭ ﻂ
ّﺣ
ḥəwwəs ʕla ﺣﻮّس ﻋﻠﻰ
wjəʕ  ;وﺟﻊṛaṣi yujəʕ(ni) راﺻﻲ ﻳﻮﺟﻌﻨﻲ, my head hurts
bəlxəff ﻒ
ّ ﺑﺎﻟﺨ, bəlġנּṣəb ﺑﺎﻟﻐُﺼﺐ, bihbih ﺑﻴﻬﺒﻴﻪ
(slowly: bləʕqəl )ﺑﺎﻟﻌﻘﻞ
kŭll ّ ; ُآﻞeverything kŭlləš ~ kŭll-ši  ُآﻞّ ﺷﻲ،ُآﻠّﺶ
kaš waḥəd آﺎش واﺣﺪ
ḥətta waḥəd ﺣﺘّﻰ واﺣﺪ
walu واﻟﻮ, ḥətta ḥaja ﺣﺘّﻰ ﺣﺎﺟﺔ
mliḥ ﻣﻠﻴﺢ
mṛa ( ﻣﺮاmy wife: məṛti )ﻣﺮﺗﻲ
nas ( ﻧﺎسwith plural accord, except occasionally in tbuġir)
zṛudiyya زرودﻳّﺔ
ṭumaṭiš ﻃﻮﻣﺎﻃﻴﺶ
čina ﺗْﺸﻴﻨﺔ
qaṛəṣ ﻗﺎرص
lənjaṣ ﻟﻨﺠﺎص
juz ﺟﻮز
no attested term other than MSA mukassiṛat ﻣﻜﺴﺮات
qəṛʕa kbira ( ﻗﺮﻋﺔآﺒﻴﺮةbut in surrounding countryside
kabuya )آﺎﺑﻮﻳﺔ
qəṛʕa taʕ elmנּxiđ̣  ﻗﺮﻋﺔ ﺗﺎع اﻟﻤُﺨﻴﺾ, ie for churning.
(but in surrounding countryside šəkwa ﺷﻜﻮة.)
qəṛʕa ﻗﺮﻋﺔ
səlq ( ﺱﻠْﻖalso “chard”)
qəṛnun ﻗﺮﻧﻮن
ʕdəs ﻋﺪس
dəllaʕ دﻻّع
fəlfəl ( ﻓﻠﻔﻞḥlu  ﺣﻠﻮsweet, ḥəṛṛ  ﺣ ّﺮhot)
məlḥ ﻣﻠْﺢ
nəʕnaʕ ﻧﻌﻨﺎع
məftaḥ ( ﻣﻔﺘﺎحpl. mfatəḥ )ﻣﻔﺎﺗﺢ
qəhwa ( ﻗﻬﻮىverb: tqəhwi )ﺗﻘﻬﻮى. Ramadan breakfast =
sḥur ﺱﺤﻮر.
ġda ( ﻏﺪاverb: tġəddi )ﺗﻐﺪّى
ʕša ( ﻋﺸﺎverb: tʕəšši )ﺗﻌﺸّﻰ. Ramadan dinner = fṭụṛ ﻓﻄﻮر.
ləʕšiyya ﻟﻌﺸﻴّﺔ
šta ( ﺷﺘﺎit’s raining: əššta tṭiḥ )اﻟﺸّﺘﺎ ﺗﻄﻴﺢ
əlbarəḥ اﻟﺒﺎرح
lul-barəḥ ﻟﻮل ﺑﺎرح
qbəl lul barəḥ ﻗﺒﻞ ﻟﻮل ﺑﺎرح
ġədwa ﻏﺪوة
bəʕd ġədwa
bəʕd bəʕd ġədwa  ﺑﻌْﺪ ﺑﻌْﺪ ﻏﺪوةor the more rural bəʕd
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here:
mouth:
nose:
throat:
horse:
pig:
fish:
rooster:
hen:
chick:
chicken:
sheep:
rug:
blanket:
village:
hot:
small:
turn white:
turn red:
get fat:
get thin:
get better:
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ġəddəwtin ﺑﻌْﺪ ﻏﺪّوﺗﻴﻦ
hna هﻨﺎ
fŭmm ( ُﻓ ّﻢpl. fwam )ﻓﻮام
xənnufa  ;ﺧﻨّﻮﻓﺔnif ( ﻧﻴﻒalso pride)
gərjuma ﭬﺮﺟﻮﻣﺔ
ʕud ( ﻋﻮدpl. ʕwad )ﻋﻮاد
ḥəlluf ( ﺣﻠّﻮفpl. ḥlaləf  ;)ﺣﻼﻟﻒwild boar: ḥəlluf əlġaba
ﺣﻠّﻮف اﻟﻐﺎﺑﺔ
ḥut ( ﺣﻮتsg. ḥuta )ﺣﻮﺗﺔ
sərduk ( ﺱﺮدوكpl. sradək )ﺱﺮادك
jaja ( ﺟﺎﺟﺔpl. jajat )ﺟﺎﺟﺎت
fəllus ( ﻓﻠّﻮسpl. flaləs )ﻓﻼﻟﺲ
jaj ﺟﺎج
ġnəm ﻏﻨﻢ
ẓəṛbiyya ( زرﺑﻴّﺔpl. ẓṛaba )زراﺑﺔ
fəṛṣada (pl. fṛaṣəd); traditional wooly blanket: ḥayək ﺣﺎﻳﻚ
dəšṛa ( دﺷﺮةpl. dšuṛ )دﺷﻮر
sxun ( ﺱﺨﺎﻧﺔheat: sxana )ﺱﺨﺎﻧﺔ
ṣġiṛ ﺻﻐﻴﺮ
byađ̣ ﺑﻴﺎض
ḥmaṛ ﺣﻤﺎر
sman ﺱﻤﺎن
đ̣ʕaf  ﺽﻌﺎفor đ̣ʕəf ﺽﻌﻒ
tḥəssən ( ﺗﺤﺴّﻦa reclassicization), bṛa ( ﺑﺮاrecover from an

illness)
thicken:
xšan
ripen/become cooked:
ṭib ﻃﻴﺐ
father:
baba ( ﺑﺎﺑﺎthe b is not emphatic)
mother:
yəmma  ;ﻳﻤّﺎMom! a yi! ( ﺁﻳﻲvocative)
grandmother:
mwani ﻣّﻮاﻧﻲ, mammwani ﻣﺎﻣّﻮاﻧﻲ, mamma  ;ﻣﺎﻣّﺎjədda ﺟﺪّة
maternal uncle:
xal(i) ﺧﺎﻟﻲ
any male in-law of a male (son-in-law, father-in-law, brother-in-law): nsib ﻧﺴﻴﺐ
step-son:
rbib رﺑﻴﺐ
daughter-in-law:
ʕṛuṣa =( ﻋﺮوﺻﺔbride)
enough!
bəṛka! ﺑﺮآﺎ
watch out!
balak! ﺑﺎﻻك
maybe
waqila ;واﻗﻴﻠﺔyəmkŭn ;ﻳﻤﻜُﻦqadər ykun ;ﻗﺎدر ﻳﻜﻮنtənjəm
tkun ;ﺗﻨﺠﻢ ﺗﻜﻮنbalak ﺑﺎﻻك
must:
bəssif  ﺑﺎﻟّﺴﻴﻒstrong necessity (borrowed into Kabyle);
you must come:
bəssif əʕlik ətji  ﺑﺎﻟﺴّﻴﻒ ﻋﻠﻴﻚ ﺗﺠﻲor lazəm(lək) ətji
)ﻻزم ﻟﻚ ﺗﺠﻲ
there is:
kayən آﺎﻳﻦ
there is not:
maka(n)š ﻣﺎآﺎش. (n here lost within living memory.)
nearly:
qṛib ( ﻗﺮﻳﺐqṛib nsellek ﻗﺮﻳﺐ ﺱّﻠﻜْﺖ, I’m almost done.)
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he just left:
đ̣ŭk elli xנּrəj ﺽُﻚ ﻟﻲ ﺧُﺮج
he/she/they hasn’t/haven’t come yet: mazal ma ja(t/w)š ﻣﺎزال ﻣﺎ ﺟﺎو ش
he’s still sleeping:
mazalu raqəd ﻣﺎزاﻟُﻪ راﻗﺪ
she’s still sleeping:
mazalha raqda ﻣﺎزاﻟﻬﺎ راﻗﺪة
they’re still sleeping:
mazalhŭm raqdin ﻣﺎزاﻟﻬُﻢ راﻗﺪﻳﻦ.
a lot:
bəzzaf  ;ﺑﺰّافsometimes nəzzah ﻧﺰّاﻩ
(both terms have been borrowed into Kabyle; the latter is
originally rural, while the former is characteristic of
Algiers and neighboring cities.)
a lot of water:
bəzzaf əlma ﺑﺰّاف اﻟﻤﺎ.
a lot of people:
bəzzaf ənnas ﺑﺰّاف اﻟﻨّﺎس
a lot of girls:
bəzzaf əlbnat ﺑﺰّاف اﻟﺒﻨﺎت.
a little:
šwiyya ﺷﻮﻳّﺔ.
a little water:
šwiyya ma ﺷﻮﻳّﺔ ﻣﺎ
a few people:
šwiyya nas ﺷﻮﻳّﺔ ﻧﺎس
Text samples
Speech samples:
(A man in his thirties)

lala lazəmli nwərrihŭmlək. kayn ḥajat, kayn ḥutat li lazəmli nwərrihŭmlək, li baš
təqdər naxđu... taxŭđ əlʔism ntaʕhŭm. ʔimma kaš məṛṛa nəṭləʕ mʕak, nṭəlʕu ləlmaṛši,
wəlla fəlqhawi, otõ nʕəṛfu fwəsṭ əlmaṛši wəlla, təqdər tṣəwwəṛhŭm, tṣəwwəṛhŭm u
nə... u nwasiwhŭm; nqŭllək əlʔismawat tawəʕhŭm.
 ﺗﺎﺧُﺬ اﻹﺱﻢ... ﻟﻲ ﺑﺎش ﺗﻘﺪر ﻧﺎﺧﺬو، آﺎﻳﻦ ﺣﻮﺗﺎت ﻟﻲ ﻻزﻣﻠﻲ ﻧﻮرّﻳﻬُﻤﻠﻚ، آﺎﻳﻦ ﺣﺎﺟﺎت.ﻻﻻ ﻻزﻣﻠﻲ ﻧﻮرّﻳﻬُﻤﻠﻚ
 ﺗﻘﺪر،ّ أوﻃﻮ ﻧﻌﺮﻓﻮ ﻓﻮﺱﻂ اﻟﻤﺎرﺷﻲ وﻻ،ﻻ ﻟﻠﻘﻬﺎوي
ّ  و، ﻧﻄﻠﻌﻮ ﻟﻠﻤﺎرﺷﻲ، إﻣّﺎ آﺎش ﻣﺮّة ﻧﻄﻠﻊ ﻣﻌﺎك.ﻧﺘﺎﻋﻬُﻢ
. ﻧﻘُﻠﻠﻚ اﻹﺱﻤﺎوات ﺗﺎوﻋﻬُﻢ، و ﻧﻮاﺱﻴﻬُﻢ... ﺗﺼﻮّرهُﻢ و ﻧـ،ﺗﺼﻮّرهُﻢ
No, I need to show them to you. There are things, there are fishes that I need to
show you, so we can... so you can take their name. Either some time I’ll go up with
you, we’ll go up to the market, or in el-Qhawi. As far as we know, in the middle of
the market or the like you can photograph them; you photograph them and we’ll...
we’ll do them; I’ll tell you their names.
(An woman in her sixties)

wəllat ṛaḥət, qaltəlha wahiba ana majya. bayni36 ṛayḥa əṣṣbəḥ faṭma zzŭhṛa.
qaltəlha wafa, qaltəlha hani majya nŭqʕəd ə... yəwmayən, qaltəlha w yjibni xuya. qalt
immalt maṛṛuḥši ḥətta yji wəṛṛuḥ mʕah. hakđak ʕala yyi ḥal.
 ﻗﺎﻟﺘﻠﻬﺎ هﺎﻧﻲ ﻣﺎﺟﻴﺔ، ﻗﺎﻟﺘﻠﻬﺎ وﻓﺎء. ﺑﺎﻳﻨﻲ راﻳﺤﺔ اﻟﺼﺒﺢ ﻓﺎﻃﻤﺔ اﻟﺰُهﺮة. ﻗﺎﻟﺘﻠﻬﺎ وَهﻴﺒﺔ أﻧﺎ ﻣﺎﺟﻴﺔ،وﻻّت راﺣﺖ
. هﺎآﺬاك ﻋﻠﻰ أي ﺣﺎل. ﻗﺎﻟﺖ إﻣّﺎﻟ ْﺔ ﻣﺎ ﻧﺮوح ﺷﻲ ﺣﺘّﻰ ﻳﺠﻲ وﻧﺮوح ﻣﻌﺎﻩ. ﻗﺎﻟﺘﻠﻬﺎ وﻳﺠﻴﺒﻨﻲ ﺧﻮﻳﺎ، ﻳﻮﻣﺎﻳﻦ...ﻧُﻘﻌﺪ
She went again, and Wahiba told her “I’m coming”. Fatma-Zohra was supposed to
go in the morning. Wafa told her, she told her “I’m coming to stay, uh, two days”,
she told her “and my brother will bring me”. She said “In that case, I won’t go until
he comes, and I’ll go with him.” Like that, in any case.

36

This obsolete adverb means “apparently” or “supposedly”, and is not inflected for person.
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(A man in his sixties)

ṛak ətšuf hađi lʕəšša? hna đ̣ŭṛka xaṭəṛ saxət. ʕəndha ʕamin məlli ṛaḥət, ʕamin bəṛk.
li kəmməl ṛaḥ, kəmməl ṛaḥ əlḥiṭ. kan qʕəd əlḥiṭ məbni bəlyajuṛ, mjiht ə...tsṛab. hađa
ʕəndu ʕamin wəlla ŧlaŧa məlli ṛaḥ. əssəmma əddyaṛ kanu apöpri ywəṣlu ḥətta
lləhnaya. u hađi kamla misaḥa ə... ḥjəṛ.
 ﻟﻲ آﻤّﻞ. ﻋﺎﻣﻴﻦ ﺑﺮك، ﻋﻨﺪهﺎ ﻋﺎﻣﻴﻦ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻠﻲ راﺣﺖ.راك ﺗﺸﻮف هﺎذي اﻟﻌﺸّﺔ؟ هﻨﺎ ﺽﺮآﺎ ﺧﺎﻃﺮ ﺱﺎﺧﺖ
ﻻ ﺛﻼﺛﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻠﻲ
ّ  هﺎذا ﻋﻨﺪُﻩ ﻋﺎﻣﻴﻦ و. ﻣﻦ ﺟﻴﻬ ْﺔ اﻟﺘّﺮاب، آﺎن ﻗﻌﺪ اﻟﺤﻴﻂ ﻣﺒﻨﻲ ﺑﻠﻴﺎﺟﻮر. آﻤّﻞ راح اﻟﺤﻴﻂ،راح
. وهﺎذي آﺎﻣﻠﺔ ﻣِﺴﺎﺣﺔ ﺣﺠﺮ.ﺱﻤّﻰ اﻟﺪّﻳﺎر آﺎﻧﻮ أ پﻮ پﺮي ﻳﻮﺻﻠﻮ ﺣﺘّﻰ ﻟﻠﻬﻨﺎﻳﺎ
ّ  ا.راح
You see this hut ? It’s here now because there was a landslide. It’s two years since
it went, just two years. It went completely, the wall went completely. The wall was
built of brick, from the side of the... ground. It’s been two or three years since it
went. I.e., the houses used to practically reach as far as here. And this whole place
was an expanse... of stone.
Proverbs
1) əlfas byədd ənnas
اﻟﻔﺎس ﺑﻴ ّﺪ اﻟﻨّﺎس
The axe is according to people’s hands. (A tool is only as good as its user)
2) əlqobayli lli yətbəlda ki ṭṭbəl əlli yətnədda
اﻟﻘﺒﺎﻳﻠﻲ اﻟﻠﻲ ﻳﺘﺒﻠﺪا آﻲ اﻟﻄّﺒﻞ اﻟﻠﻲ ﻳﺘﻨﺪى
A citified Kabyle is like a drum ruined by dew. (It’s better to be authentic.)
3) əlli yəstənna xir məlli yətmənna, wəlli yətmənna xir məlli yəqṭəʕ layas

 واﻟﻠﻲ ﻳﺘﻤﻨّﻰ ﺧﻴﺮ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻠﻲ ﻳﻘﻄﻊ ﻻﻳﺎس،اﻟﻠﻲ ﻳﺴﺘﻨّﻰ ﺧﻴﺮ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻠﻲ ﻳﺘﻤﻨّﻰ
He that waits is better than he that hopes, and he that hopes better than he that
despairs.
4) ŭġṣəb təʕṭəl

أُﻏﺼﺐ ﺗﻌﻄﻞ
“festina lente” (More haste, less speed.)
5) əlqəššuṭ əlli trəġbu yəʕmik

اﻟﻘﺸّﻮط اﻟﻠﻲ ﺗﺮﻏﺒُﻪ ﻳﻌﻤﻴﻚ
orəlʕud li tḥəgru yəʕmik

اﻟﻌﻮد ﻟﻲ ﺗﺤﭭﺮُﻩ ﻳﻌﻤﻴﻚ
The twig you despise may blind you.
6) yənʕəl đ-ərray li ydəbbəṛ li fih: jəbt li yəxdəm ʕliyya, ʕədt nəxdəm ʕlih!
 ﻋﺪْت ﻧﺨﺪم ﻋﻠﻴﻪ، ﺟ ْﺒﺖ ﻟﻲ ﻳﺨﺪم ﻋﻠﻴّﺎ:!ﻳﻨﻌﻞ ذاﻟﺮّاي ﻟﻲ ﻳﺪﺑّﺮ ﻟﻲ ﻓﻴﻪ
Cursed be this advice that he gave me on it: I got someone to serve me, and ended
up serving him !
7) ja yṭəbbu ʕmah
ﺟﺎ ﻳﻄﺒﱡﻪ ﻋﻤﺎﻩ
He came to cure him and blinded him.
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8) ja yəsʕa wəddəṛ təsʕa
ﺟﺎ ﻳﺴﻌﺎ ودّر ﺗﺴﻌﺔ
He came to try (to help find something) and lost nine (more.)
9) aʕṭini bəntək u zidi ʕulətha dgig

أﻋﻄﻴﻨﻲ ﺑﻨﺘﻚ وزﻳﺪي ﻋﻮﻟﺘﻬﺎ دﭬﻴڨ
Give me your daughter, and add a year’s food for her in flour (someone asking for a
big favor and then topping it off with a totally unreasonable request.)
11) ma yəkbər ṛaṣ ḥətta yšib ṛaṣ

ﻣﺎ ﻳﻜﺒﺮ راص ﺣﺘّﻰ ﻳﺸﻴﺐ راص
No one grows up without turning someone else’s hair white.
12) mul əlful yqul ṭəyyab

ﻣﻮل اﻟﻔﻮل ﻳﻘﻮل ﻃﻴّﺎب
A bean-seller will always say [the beans] are ready-to-cook.
13) atġədda wətmədda, atʕəšša wətməšša
 أﺗﻌﺸّﻰ وﺗﻤﺸّﻰ،أﺗﻐﺪّى وﺗﻤﺪّى
Eat lunch then lay down, eat dinner then walk around.
14) ki təšbəʕ əlkərš, ətqul ləṛṛaṣ ġənni

 ﺗﻘﻮل ﻟﻠﺮّاص ﻏﻨّﻲ،آﻲ ﺗﺸﺒﻊ اﻟﻜﺮْش
When the stomach is full, it tells the head to sing.
15) wəjh əlxruf məʕṛuf
وﺟﻪ اﻟﺨﺮوف ﻣﻌﺮوف
A lamb is known by its face.
16) ađ̣đ̣əṛbu yəʕṛəf məđ̣đ̣əṛbu

أﺽّﺮﺑُﻪ ﻳﻌﺮف ﻣﻀّﺮﺑُﻪ
Hit him and he’ll know his place.
17) ḥəjṛa mən yədd əlḥbib təffaḥa
ﺣﺠﺮة ﻣﻦ ﻳ ّﺪ اﻟﺤﺒﻴﺐ ﺗﻔّﺎﺣﺔ
A stone from a friend’s hand is an apple.
18) kul ma yʕəjbək wəlbəs ma yəʕjəb ənnas
آﻮل ﻣﺎ ﻳﻌﺠﺒﻚ واﻟﺒﺲ ﻣﺎ ﻳﻌﺠﺐ اﻟﻨّﺎس
Eat what you like, wear what other people like.
19) yṭəbbəʕ fi ḥmaṛ miyyət

ﻳﻄﺒّﻊ ﻓﻲ ﺣﻤﺎر ﻣﻴّﺖ
Pushing a dead donkey (“flogging a dead horse”)
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20) məʕza walu ṭarət
ﻣﻌﺰة وﻟﻮ ﻃﺎرت
It’s a goat even if it flies (a metaphor for stubbornness)
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ABSTRACT

Dellys was founded by the Phoenicians and reestablished by the 11th century: its
dialect belongs to the little-documented urban north-central Algeria dialect group
and displays features unusual in pre-Hilalian dialects, in particular the retention of
interdentals. Berber, Andalusi, and later Bedouin influence are all observable in its
lexicon, and occasionally in its grammar. This article focuses primarily on points
specific to the dialect and is based on Dominique Caubet’s dialectological questionnaire.

